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PREFACE 
~REF ACE 
LIMITATION OF SUBJECT: 
It is the purpose of this thesis to make a study 
of the Mexican problem as found in California, in order that the 
writer may be better able to work in that particular field. I 
realize that the problem of California is only a small cross-
section of the whole problem, but it is an exceedingly interesting 
cross-sedtion, because it presents both typica l and unique prob-
lems; typic al, because some of these situations ' might extend 
from California to the tip of Chile southwards and throughall the 
Border States eastward; unique, because some of them ~elong to the 
romance and soi l of California alone. 
PRESENTATION OF SUBJECT: 
I will endeavmr first to bring out the Mexican 
in all his historic fascination, as a combination of the rich 
and varied romance of California, Spain, and Mexico: in his 
relationship to his past and problem in Mexico and California: 
a nd in his awakening possibilities and present challenge. It 
is my purpose first to show the place of the Protestant church 
in regard to its opportuniti es, accompliShments, and future 
program; second, to s t udy in detail the work t:N.E.xw~ of the Methodist 
Church among the Mexic ans, and th i rd to draw certain conclusi~ns 
as to the need of the · field. 
ItlS:U'f!IONSHIPS 
There are certain large relationships that must be 
regarded before th subject can be properly oriented. 
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First~ 
In studying the Mexican work of the Methodist 
Church in California it is well to keep in mind that this work 
has outgrown the borders of the States in which it began, which 
now includes all of the San Francisco Era, with a District 
Superintendent over all the work. 
Second. 
X 
The Mexican work is a part of the larger classification 
called Latin America, which includes the Ita1ian, Portugese, and 
Philippine work ofnthe Era. 
Third. 
Then again, this Era of Mexican work is a part of 
all the missio~ary endeavor of this country, which extends to 
New Mexico, and as far north as the Mexican winds his way. The 
work in New Mexico is muc '~1 older, but little better established 
than the Mexican work in California. 
Fourth. 
The work of the Methodist is over emphasized in this 
thesis, because it is used as an example of Protestant work. 
It must be remembered that with all its past achievement and 
rapid progress, it is only a small part @f:' al.l t ·n f' 1': •• ' :..;' -. , . ; 
Protestant work among the Mexicans in California. 
PURPOS~: 
I have taken the work out of its natural boundaries 
larger r elationships in order to see the cross section more 
closely.In thi s study I am not so concerned with the agencies 
xi 
and church organizations supporting this work, although these 
are th effoundations upon which the whole structure rests. It 
is my purpose to study the people with whom the new missions of 
California deal, with reference to what should be wx~ected of them 
and what &ught to be done for them. 
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FOOTPRINTS OF AN OLD MISSION TRAIL 
FOOTPRINTS OF AN OlD MISSION TRAIL. 
"They weave the thunder in the basket, 
And paint the lightning on the bowl, 
Taking the village to the rainbow, 
And the rainbow to the soul.'' 
Haniel Long. 
A. FIRST SETTLEMENT OF CALIFORNIA: 
California has l ong been a ground for mission 
endeavor, "a land of crosses!'. Its :=· initial settlement was 
motivated by a desire to spread Christianity. Seven years 
before the Declaration of Independence, Father Junipero Serra 
set foot i n California in the name of the Church of Rome, and 
the crown of Spain. These two influence8 were destined to 
pl~y an important role in the early de~elopment of California 
and to rivet it for a period of years to Old Mexico, in which 
the same influence was dominant. 
B. NATURE OF CHRISTIANITY AND EUROPEAN ENLIGHTENMENT: 
"From the missionaries exploring the deserts 
of eonora and California, enriching geography and ethnology, 
1eavL1g monuments which shall never perish in . the deep ma:eks 
borne by the population of our Southwest, even if the old 
missions disappear from the face of the earth; from the friars 
who taught the Indians to read , and defended them against the 
encomenderos in Mexico and Central America; to the men who 
went with Balboa, with Pizarra, and Valdivia; to the Jesuits 
who lived, suffered, and died, and converted and civilized -
3 
• 
the fir Rt foundations of civilization in these lands were 
1 
laid." 
The Indian might express this civilization in 
less glowing t e rms: 
11 1 wa s a red man one time 
But t h e wh ile man came 
They drove me out of the forest 
I lost my trees 
I l ost my silver moons 
Now they've caged me 
In the circus of civilization." 
Langston Hughs. 
For the most part, this early civilization was 
simply a ~rude pageant of the middle ages without the deeper 
qualities of culture and tolerance. 
Although beg inn ings of civi l ization were taking 
place on the Pacific Coast before the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, these foundations were laid very differently from 
the European beginnings on the Atlantic Coast - all the diff-
erence that existed between the England and Spain of that 
period. ~pain. was in the Mi ddle Ag es and reactionary in her 
mood. England was becoming di mly aware of the pricks and 
urges of a new age. Her colonists went out to realize some of 
these urges to political and relig i ous freedom. The conquerors 
and missionarie s of Spain went out to perpetuate the despotism 
feudalism, and' intolerance of the Middle Ages. 
Jay Stowell bring s both forces to-gether and 
says: 
1. Crocker , Anthon,, The Catholic Church and the Future of Mex-
ico. :P..· ·) Sli..R. v-f( tof.. s-~ ) A/l ay 0 / 'l il t ? 1g3 
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"The spread of Nominal Christianity became iden-
1 
tical with the Spanish conquest." 
The vigor and enthusiasm with which the Span-
iards set about the task arrests attention, and the bravery 
of some of the early Mission Fathers compares very favorably 
with the heroism of the Pilgrim Fathers. 
C. Mission Fathers: 
1. Father Serra: 
The enobling spirit of the whole enterprise was 
Father Junipero Serra. His consecration to his task, and his 
devotion to God deserve . our reverence, and give him a place 
on the red line of Christian heroes of all ages. However prim-
itive his methods were, history justly records the sincerity 
of his motives. ·. ' Imagine t his hero of the cross, as he 
wanders footsore along the mission road, the '1El Camnio real 11 , 
humbly see king to his high office, as father president _of the 
missions. \. · See him, promoting mission construction, rejoic-
ing in their successes, and striving always to generate ~ood 
feeling, and seeking to restore it when it has become embitter-
ed "~ ' ,- o'fteninterceding for the Indians, and greeting them 
a s a fathe r doe s his children; luring them into his apostolic 
net with trinkets, and patiently teaching them to commit to 
memory meaningless prayers. 
In the short period of sixty four years a chain 




Miguel" to the Golden Gate, one day's journey apart. The Mis ... 
sion Fathers were promoters and city builders as well as priests 
and pioneers. They realized that they had political as well 
as religious ends to gain. 
2. As Puppets of Temporal Power: 
All of the Mission Fathers were not gentle spirits 
like Father Serra. They were often used as tools of the tem-
poral power. Governor Horica admitted that he was promoting 
the mlsslon at San Jose in order that he might reduce the 
soldier guard. One of the Fathers writes: 
"The Indians being children of fear, were at first al-
ways more strongly appealed to by the glistening sword than 
by the voice of the priest." 
The Indians by s uch methods learned to think of 
religious acceptance as one of thG symbols of subjection. uften, 
whole villages coming at once, begged to be baptized, think-
ing this to be the best shield ag.ainst cruelties. Thus the 
Cross was planted , but the Christ was often sacrificed on it. 
The subjugation and to some extent the domestication of the 
savage was accomplished t empc>rarily, but whether there was 
any religious transformation accomplished is to be questioned. 
They could cross themselves, adore pretty symbols, .and be 
frightened into forms of repentance. The spirlt of such a 
faith was not so far removed from their own superstitious 
natures, but that they no doubt received a mute satisfaction 
from these forms and symbols of worship is evident. 
D. The Uld Mission Chain: 
The old missions, by whatever motive s or means 
established, were marvels of structure and internal workings, 
for the time in which they were established and the difficulw 
ties that were surmounted in their erection. The old missions 
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were much more than churches. They were great housing arrangements 
and industrial establishments. They presented an elaborate 
attempt to domesticate as well as to dominate and convert 
the savage. 
l. Architecture: 
The style of architecture now called mission style, 
is a combination of the Spanish Renaissance, and the Moorish, 
the latter style predominating in the missions of California. 
The architecture of the mission church was most carefully 
planned and ornamented, for it was reverenced as the "Holy 
of Holies" or inner shrine of the establishment. Within 
were many valuable crucifixes, candlelabra, and even Murillo's 
paintings, brought oyer from SDain. The gardens and patio 
enclosure cast a halo around the mission church. The early 
Fathers put so much mf their attention on the church edifice 
because they desired the church to be permanent, and continue 
its ministry after the need for the rest of the establishment 
ceased. 
2.MONUMENTS OF FORMER GLORY: 
So they still stand, after they have outlived 
their own function of worship. The Franciscans have been 
gone a hundred years, the neophytes who gathered there have 
also Jgone, -out many of the missions still stand as the best 
preserved monuments of this early period, although many of them 
have met with violence or decay. 
"For though their -bells be forever silent and 
their walls continue to crack and crumble, all that remains 
de s erves to be reverenced as the first efforts dedicated to 
religion on the Pacific Coast." 
E. Mission Atmosphere: 
California is a land rich. in romance, and much 
of this romance centers around these anicient shrines, and 
pilgrimages are made to them each year by a host of tourists. 
No man is thoughlto have seen the world until he has visit ed 
California. 
The mission atmosphere is preserved in countless 
modes. The mission bells along the "~1 Camino Real, 11 now the 
state highway, once the old mission trail; the Spanish names 
that have forever fastened themselves on the hills, and the 
valleys, and the towns; the mission style of architecture 
is everywhere apparent in any edifice from a service station 
to the Mission Inn; the rich and romantic literature that 
has oeen written, such as Ramona, and 'fhe Callfornlas, and 
the wooden crosses on the hilltops; an~ all blend into an 
interesting though decadent harmony. 
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History lovers and business men of all faiths 
unite in giving of funds to restore the old mission, these 
"scepters of forme r glory •. " Cities even pay for electric 
crosses to mark the spot where missions have once stood. 
The commemorative cross at S-:- 11 fc ~: fl a · Jo was unveiled ori Decem ... 
oer ~, 1912, solemnizing the one hundred and twenty-fifth 
anniversary of the erection of th~ first cross of the Fran-
ciscan missionaries in that oplace, where the first mission 
dedicated to Mary, the ~mpress of Heaven was located. The 
cross was unvelled · in the presence of a large assemoly composed 
of 11 Protestants, Catholics, Jews, and 20th century Gentiles" 
who all engaged enthusiastically in the dedic atory service. 
A few Indians were imported from a reservation to chant the 
hymns around the cross. 
F. Challenge to the Present: 
Is California still a land of Crosses: These are 
majestic symbols but they were fiBst used in memory of Him 
who lived and served a needy world. In the very light cast 
by the electric cross, is a new mission to be performed. The 
Indians of the wilderness have reached the end of the trail 
and have gonw over the precipice as far as being a factor in 
the life of California, but the brown skinned nomad, part 
Spaniard, but largely Indian ... the Mexican ~ is everywhere 
evident. He is intricately connected with the industrial 
life and ·s0cial conditions of California to-day. He is just 
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as full of romance as the Indians ministered to by the Mission 
Fathers, and infinitely more in need, because he is an out-
cast in a land once his own, hungry tn a land of plenty, and 
homeless in a great pleasure land of homes. 
It is only necessary to scratch the surface of 
t h e pre se :1t bustling cosmopolitan California, to find the 
decayed seed of an old civilization, and one needs only 
to open his eyes to see the myriad of new seeds drifting up 
from the Southland, slightly akin to the majesty of the old 
civilization, yet a ve r y prosaic necessity in the industrial 
life of the pre s ent age. 
Many of these seeds blown about by the winds of 
native shiftlessness and economic carelessness, will be stunt-
ed and lost. But will some find soil amd bear fruit? This is 
the work of the New Mission. 
His a ppeal is great. His story i s simple. He has 
been dominated and held down by a country called Catholic; and 
neglected and exploited in a land called Protestant and 
Christian. He is familiar with the symbol of the Cross. He 
stands waiting to be introduced to the living Christ. 
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CHAPT.t.R TWO 
TH.t.!; STAMP OF ULD M.l:!!X..LCv. 
The Stamp of Old Mexico. 
A. Kinship oetween California and Mexico. 
Prior to the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo which 
oc.curred Feol'1tary 2, 1824, the history of California is i ... 
dentified with the history of Mexico. GalJ.forrn.a J.S a child. of 
Mexico and a grandchild of Spain. ;fhese ancieut ancestors had 
the customary privilege of determining nomenclature. Thus was 
the kinship of .Mexico and California indelibly stamped on 
hillside, mountain and village. These names, sp familial' to 
tne m~xican, give him a sense of ownership which even the most 
ignorant Mexican feels in hie breast. The Mexican realizes that 
the territory once belonged to Mexico and in hie ignorance 
and eupersti t1on dares drt:am that it w.ill again. Un1 t.Ad St.a+.e f'\ 
+.o-0e.y owns over half of Mexico• s original ·poeeeeeione. A 
prominent Mexican editor reports as the result of extensive 
personal investigation that in every group of Mexican laoorers 
with whom he had talked there were always some who were bitter 
against the United States on account of the War of 184·r and 
the seizure of Mexica,n terri tory. 
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The Mexicans resent also the fact that many years oefore 
the annexati0.11 of t;aliforuia from Mexico, the Americaue iu CalA 
ifornia were ·ousy spreadi:ng propaganda to encourage the sea 
cession. At that time the Mexican government feared the Amer-
icans slightly lees than the Russian to the i'iorth. These his• 
torical roots of embittered feeling run deep, and while perhaps 
lees fundamental than the feelings growing out of unjust 
economic conditions, are also a poignant reason for lack of 
unders tanding ·uetween the Mexican and th~ American. 
The impression or stamp of old Mexico is every• 
where leadii1g i ts atmosphere, out this impress is decidedly 
of romantic, and not of practical importance. Dr.McComos appre• 
elates its quality, while admitti:ng,"Califoruia has largely 
submerged other Spauish influence, and one must search if he would 
1 
fi nd it." 
In reality, there iS little le f' t to remi nd one of 
th~ mexl cau or·der of thi L.IgB. The "haciendoe 11 or land grant s 
'•·. 
. . 
have be en gr adually bartered away. The "Done 11 are no l oi.i.ger the 
"valiforniaus ·• as Gertrude Atherton has titled them, for this 
pride a.tJ.d granduer has been sinki J.J.g saud agaiu.et the agrti ssive 
awareness of Westward expansion. 
The impression of the Old Spanish and Mexican 
peri od ~a faded, out there i s a new ~mpreseion being made i.u 
the very f" ioer of our present life, by the i:r.wreas i :u.g iu.flux 
of Mexicans from over the border. Mexicans, who to the casual 
observer, lack some of the cha:cm and the grau.duer~hat char ac-
terized tne ol d period, yet wno are products of' its system, 
which has been operative in Mexico for years. 
B. Astle and &panish Potentialities: 
1. MeGom·oe, Vernon M. From over the Border :P· .49 
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the true nature of 8panish influence, which has perpetuated 
itself in rather pure form, and still is responsiole for 
the nature of the thousa.11ds of people who drift over the 
oorder to us. 
The whole enterprise of the occupation of Amer-
.LCa was coutewporan~ous w~th the epoch of the l::ipanish Inquis ... 
itlon, the persecution and expulsion of the Jews and the fierce 
wars against the Moore. The spirit of all these influences is 
reflectt:~d ia the CO!lquests of l::ipa i u. 
Hobert. illlc:Lean in describing these influences, 
says: ••t;pct.in was untouched by form and movements of' liberal 
thoug:nt, sucn as Lutner nad i 11 Ger many, or Cromwell 1n Elg ... 
1 
lana.." 
lt was this k)pain, showing mat-ti &.1 en er gy , 
and spiritual inertia that cast its spell over Mexico. lt was 
a 8paia with rich but unquic kened potentialities, who picked 
for her blackboard the richest civilization in the new world, 
rich aleo in natural resources, and brought lor~ night and 
poverty. The richness of both the Latin and the Astec race 
14 
is expressed vividly, by James Lewis Spence in the Gods of Mexico: 
11 The two stocks which make up the Mexican people have a great 
record of human endeavor, a civilization of legend and romance 
2 
more various than Greece, and more mysterious than Egypt." 
Of these two race heritages, the Mexican is 
prouder of his Indian blood. His pulses still tingle with 
pride over the last noble defense of Tenochlitlan. 
1. McLean, Robert,~~~pain in New America pg.91 
2. Spence, James L. ~~~-gf_M~J~~ pg. 
C. THE CIVILIZATION OF ~HE AZTEC: 
1. GENERAL DEVELOPMENT: 
At the time that Cortez used the good graces and 
ho~pitality of Montezuma to effect his capture, the Aztec 
emp ~re revealed a state of high civilization. The Indian was 
so in awe of the Spaniard that he believed him to be the uFair 
God. 11 The Spaniard might have been as in awe of the Aztec if 
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his eyes had not been so dazzled by the treasures he saw about 
him, that he failed to take inventory of the human achievement 
The Aztec had achieved a high moral and religious development, 
and governmental organization, as well as aesthetic development. 
They had made a fair start in democratic government. Their mr-
ganization included judicial ae wAll as an executive depart-
ment, and a fair degree of tribal representation. 
2.MORAL DEVELOPMENT: 
One of the greatest accusations brought against 
the Mexican to-day is hie moral lazity, but at the time that 
"European enlightenment" came to Mexico, there wa:s a remarkable 
moral code in operation and enforced with vigor. Adultery was 
punished and fraud among the officials was carefully checked. 
3. RELIGlCUS OBSERVANCE: 
This study will concern especially the religious 
development of the Indians. This strikes one as primitive 
in comparison with other lines of development, found in the 
empire, but not so prinitive as when compared with the 
religious observances brought over from Spain. George B. 
Winton feels that religion occupied a prominent place in the 
life of the Aztece:"Before Spanish domination the gods, priests, 
and temples of worship stand out more distinctly than any 
1 
other phases of life. 11 
The Azbec religion was primitive, autocratic 
and closely interrelated as a part of governmental machin~ry. 
This hand and glove state religion did not make religion at the 
point of a sword so hard to understand. The superstitions of 
the religion did not seem eo diff erent from their own system 
of priests and worship. 
If there was a diffe r ence in the values of the 
two fa i ths, it was that the Aztec exacted more individual moral-
ity of its followers. In the formal observance 1 it is inter-
esting to note how ceremony was fitted to ceremony. The new 
faith greatly stressed the idea of the Virgin Mary, who bore 
a resemblance to the earth goddess, so revered by the Aztec. 
The Godhead, saints, Christ, and crosses were installed in 
place of the idols, and were worshipped in much the same 
manner. 
D. THE INDIAN BIOLOGICAL DOMINANCE: 
The term Mexican is applied to the people of 
Mexico, whether they be pure Spaniards, or pure Indians. It is 
of ten used to apply to the fusion of these two, in any of the 
varying degrees. The Mexican is f or the most part an Indian 




either plus or minus the Latin. lt is estimated to-day that less 
than on.e fifth of the population of Mexico are of Spanish 
descent. 1n the figures .of Winton, forty three percent of 
the population are the mixture, or the Meztelos, and thirty 
eight percent have never been touched by the Spanish infusion. 
From these figures we conclude that biologically, Mexico is 
largely. lndian still. 
It is surprising to the popular mind of this 
country to find that the immigrant from Mexico, who is 
dubbed 11 Cholo" or "greaser" may be as full blooded Indian as 
the Indians ministered to by the mission fathers. There are 
still many Indian tribes in Mexico.Esther T. Wellman, a mission-
ary in Mexico, has listed them as follows: 11Amuzo, Conjuar, 
Chontal, Hurchol, Mexieano, Mayo, Maya, Mozahua, Mexteco, 
Olomi, Papayo. Popoloeo, Guiche Cachiguel, Tzoque, Tarahumara, 
1 
Tlapaneco, Tarasco, Ydguo and Zopatico. 11 Noll estimates that 
over 2,000,000 people of Mexico still spea.k the Aztec language. 
The lndians of Mexico, especially the Aztecs, who 
were in power when the Spaniards came, are lndians of the 
Indians.They are much sturdier in every way than those found 
in thie country. The pure blooded Indian, whose mentality 
has been stunted rather than stimulated by the ~uropean dominance 
to-day averages very little lower than the Indian-Latin fusion 
of blood. The i ndians arephysically sturdy.One appreciateSthis 
when ·he considersthat he has survived all manner of privations, 
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and sufferii-.g and is to-day a prolific race - in no regard 
"at the end of the trail 11 • 
E. Frustration of Aztec Development: 
"-" l!;ven l'lero' e despotic government left uninjured 
the conquered race in the very particulars in which the Roman 
Church and the Spanish government cru~ life and freedom and 
1 
hope out of the Aztec people." The average Mexican to-day 
has the rich potentialities of the lndia~. ~t is hard to unfold 
these to-day because natural flowering has been stunted. Or 
has there ·been true blending of the potentialities of the 
Indian and the Spaniard? Had these two rich civilizations 
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·oeen harmonized, i n culture as well as in blood, how rich would 
be the culture of Mexico to-day~ Spain, intolerant and reaction-
ary against any new growth on her own part, put her heel on the 
first fine flowering of Aztec civilization in its ascent from 
Of the actual conque s t of Mexico and the period of 
time that Spain literally ruled over Mexico, it i s n~cessary 
to say little, because the real struggle for independence came 
after Mexican independence wa s declared. Spain, t~ough military 
prowess wa s able to enslave .11/J.exico, and dominate her economi-
cally, politically, and religiously. I t took the native element 
of Mexico until 1821 to throw off the yokeof Spain, and from 
that time 0.11 she has fou ght to free herself from the influences 
of the system imposed upon her. For a long period she fought 
1. wallace, Lt:w, "The ~·air God, pg. 1 11 
darkness with blindness and frustration. In the study uMexican 
in Transition from the Power of Romanism to Civil and Religious 
Liberty", Mr. Butler states: 11 In 1875 Mexico was still in a 
19 
worse condition t han when Cortez burned ships at Vera Cruz, worse 
1 
fed, worse clad, worse housed, more ignorant.u 
F.THE SPELL OF SPAIN: 
The forces that have carried over from the Spanish 
period and retarded Mexican progress are the type of church, 
the system of government, and the socio-economic by-products of 
these systems. The church has an unbroken history of working with 
the vested and autocratic interests as against the freedom and devel-
opment of the masses. It is not to-day and never has been of 
the people. It opposed Mexican independence. When independence 
was won it wrested so many !Jrivi1eges and reserved so many civil 
rights, that a dual system of church and state was virtuallt set 
up. Thewe two systems were divided among themselves, bu~ neither 
was representative of the masses of the people. The system o~ 
government was lacking in any semblance of representative rule. 
It did not take national progress and a republican form of 
government seriously. 
Mr.Noll in From Emm:r~L~.Q.-~.epublic regrets that the 
people, the Meztezos, could not have taken advantage of these 
divisions among the dominant classes, and their own superior 
numbers, and have established a mighty nation. 
1. Butler,Wm. Mexican in Transition p34 
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G. THE FIRST 11 MAGNA CHARTA" OF MEXICO: 
It was after a long period of suffering from . theee 
autocratic forces that a liberal movement started among the people, 
aiming at the two vices, the dependence of the governemnt on force, 
and the temporal power of the church. The constitution of 1857 
was the first organized effort to ahange the government from 
a "military ologarchy to an ecclesiastical hierarchy." This 
constitution marks the beginning of a long struggle for 
independence 11 de facto". Its . objectives were bold and far-reEtCh-
ing. It sought to bring peaceable self-government, free press, 
reduction of the army, and distribution of the church lands 
among the people. 
H. FIRST STRUGGLE FOR CIVIL LIBERTY: 
l.THE REACTION OF THB CATHOLIC CHURCH: 
The church ·saw in the new constitution an intellectual 
march, which would end in the eventual destruction of monastic 
establishments, and regarded the whole movement for civil 
liberty as opposed to its own interests and set about on its 
long campaign to use its spiritual hold on the people to retain 
its femporal foothold. The Pope stepped into Mexican affairs 
and put the nation under the anathema of the Catholic Church. 
Sections of the country were stirred ro rebellion, and the 
wrath of the sainte were put upon the individual purchasing 
state lands. 
2.JUAREZ AS THE "WASHINGTON OF MEXICO": 
a. ~or civil liberty of Mexico: 
J uarez a s constituti onal president of Mexico 
cut deep into the issue, when the clouds of disapproval of 
the Catholic Cimrch were gathering fast, -oy issuing a decree, 
nationalizing the property of the Uhurch in liiiexico. This re-
minds us of the courage of Lincoln in issuing the ~mancipation 
Proclamation. cruarez was a product of Indian blood, and Latin 
education. He k uew the needs of the people and the limitations 
of the church. 
b. For the nationality of 'Mexico: 
Juarez had not only the church but the nations 
of the world to fight, and also the inertia and fickleness 
of the people of his own country, 'l'hese three enemies of pop-
ular government put Maximillian on the throne. It is hard to 
explain the lack of prospectus of foreign powers in pulling 
the string on Mexican debts, just as guarez was seeking to 
get h e r into a condition to meet her obligations. It is notabl~ 
that OUarez, though demanding t h e life of the imposter, was 
demanding that the world respect the nationality of Mexico -
that he as an Indian of the ·new world was teaching the old 
world a lesson~ 
3. Vested i nterests and Diaz: 
Up to the time of Diaz and during his reign, the 
Nationalism of Mexico is becoming more pronounced, only to 
discover at the end of his reign in 1911, that nationalism 
has been gained at the price of civil liberty, because he 
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flirted with the two foes of lib~rty, foreign capital and the 
church. · 
.a. Foreign capital: 
It is the _opinion of Edward Frorobride, that Diaz 
gave too great attention to ranldng with other nations, and 
sought to make the country's developments attractive to 
foreign capital, rather than to meet the needs of the people. 
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It was during this time that foreign capital gained such a foot-
hold in Mexico, and began sucking the resources, and blood of 
the Me~ican people. 
b. The church: 
The church was by far the largest of these land-
lotde, and the priests, both foreign and Mex&can were its Shy-
1 
locke. It has grown like a cancer on the economic resou~cee of 
the people. increas ing its wealth through excessive fees. The 
fees for weddings and funerals have forced the peon either to 
go into debt or go without. 
Jesse Ke}ly, a labor leader in Mexico in address~ 
ing the League of Women Voters at Radcliffe gave the following 
gigure.e: 11 87% of the people of Mexico are livingout of wedlock. 
Twenty five pesos are charged to men earning only twenty five 
. 2 
centaros a day." 
Alden Buell, in his book 'r_:Q.ir.t:L._Ye@:rS with Me~1,co 
said that an arch bishop of Mexico had owned one-half the 
capital city, and was the grea +..est loan and trust company of 
Mexico. 
1. McCombs, From over the Border p ·.53 
2. R·)ss, E.A. Evolution in Mexico, p·- 156 
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Diaz winked at •the wealth of the church, and much 
of the work and spirit of Suarez was lost - and Mexico settled 
back into a system at war with itself, awaiting a new definition 
of self-government. In the meantime the church has been cohorting 
with vested interests and foreign capital, and these two are 
touchingly sympathetic. 
Don Raphael is quoted in Ross's book as saying: 
"Men of wealth will never be secure in Mexico until the church 
takes entire charge of education. She teaches the masses to 
keep proper place. Church has not stood up for bondmen, but has 
been 'hand in glove with the rich, and has perpetuated absurd 
ideas of religion and respect due master.'" 
I. Education and t he Catholic System: 
The catholic system can not flourish in a democracy. 
In me xico it has opposed the growth of the greatest solvent in 
a d emocracy - the public school. Nor has the ch:. -rch provided 
a sufficient substitute foe the public school. The few parochial 
schools have served as first line trenches of the Catholic system 
and have taught obedience, docility, and confo~mity. The Cath-
olic schools have been antagon i stic to the public school for 
political r a ther than religious reas ons. The public s chool 
system is based. on the right of the state to perpetuate itself, 
and holds that the respons ~bility for an intelligent citizenship 
rests with the state. The Catholic school s ystem of Mexico 
i s based on the parental responsibility of the church, and. 
the relation of the child to the state is not fully regarded. 
Such a syst em has not only failed to achieve the goals of 
democracy, but can not fail to educate against a democracy, 
The Catholic church has so utterly failed in the 
task of education of Mexico that even its own prie s thood is 
partially illiterate, without knowledge of the Bible. Mr. 
Butler in looking over the educ ational progress asks: "What 
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ha s the church to show the nation for the hundreds of millions 
extracted from it? A people largely without intelligence, morality, 
or self-respect, steeped in ignorance, poverty, and peonage. 11 
Mexico is a creature of the Catholic church or a product of the 
conflict between church activities and opposing interest. 
The relig ious and political practices ?f Mexico 
have made the rich richer, and the po or poorer. The ordinary 
Indian or 11 cholo" ha s been a small part i n the scheme of things. 
His social and economic situation has been little improved by 
the Declaration of Independence, the struggle for reforms of 
Suarez, or the many years of revolution. The Mexican has made 
so little progress s ocially and economic ally becaus e these are 
so bound in the intellectual progress. He has seen through the 
glass da rkly, but h is interest in revoluti ons has be en more 
economic than political. 
Mr.Ross brings out this idea, in hie study of 
the social conditions of Mexico:"Revolutions apparently polit-
ical have been economic, financial, commercial, and social. 
12,000,000 Indians of the country are more anxious about these 
1 
than the change of rulers • 11 
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Mexico is tired of revolution and its people are 
opening their eyes to the better way - education. They are turning 
away from a period of bloody revolution to a period of peaceful 
evolution. Neito expresses .t he Mexican viewpoint: · 11 Our bloodshed 
has merely expressed the exasperation of a people down-trodden 
2 
endurance by a brutally unjust social and economic system. tl 
Chester W. Wright in Cucr~nt Histo_rysume up the 
historical background for the present backwardnnss of the 
Mexican in the following comprehensive paragraph: 
11 Those who fail to . recall that many of the Mexican 
problems are as the are because of the Mexice.n history 
will continue to fail to understand them. It is im-
portant to kee' in mind in practically everyone of 
the major Mexican problems, that whereas the United 
States was peopled with whites seeking freedom, Mexi-
co was peopled by conquerors who came seeking wealth. 
The Pilgrims came to America, the conquestadors to 
Mexico. The distinctions has remained to the present 
day, and it is to this great and tragic disninction 
that Mexico is trying to-day to eradicate. Mexico 
has had enough of conquest, four hundred years of it9 
in one form or another. She h <' e been robbed of wealth 
immeasurable, robbed of everything except the most 
reall. :of all things, the unconquerable soul of a people 
determined to be trult free. 11 3 
The long period ~f revolution has shown the l onging 
and dissatisfaction of an impoverished people. Mexico has 
still to gain universal education, economic freedom, and real 
political freedom. Bun her spir~t is quickening. She is passing 
1. Rose, The Social Revolution in Mexico. 
2. Neito,~exico Yesterday and To-da~ Living Age Vol 326, 
July 4, 1925 p 11 
3. Wright,"Chester M. "Mexico's Peaceful Revolution Under Calles," 
Curr~nt Hi~~ory, July, 1926 p 509 
through a transition from revolutionary evolution to evolutionary 
revolution. 
Furthermore, Me«ico has been fighting the battle 
of the rest of Latin America, who have suffered at the 
hands of oppression. 11 The experience in revolution gained by the 
great nation will be appoopriated by all those others which by 
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reason of their kinship of race, of tradition, of religious influence, 
and of crushing economic injdstices can adopt the results of 
the.t revoltuion effectively. 
We are watching these labors of Mexico than with 
interest, with reverence, and with hope as thOugh on the outcome 
of this great work of progress, lay the fate of our common 
1 
destiny. 11 
1. Haya de la Torre, Su£vey Vol 52, May 1, 1924. p 131 
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"Through all earths ... blood generations 
By hate and slaughter climbed this high, 
Here on this height - still to aspire, 
One only path remains untrod, 
One path of love and peace climbs higher.'' 
A. THE SPIRIT OF MEXICO. 
The long period of turmoil in Mexico is to the 
credit and not the discredit of the Mexican people. The pop-
ular conception of the Mexican is that he is a bandit who 
loves to fight. Alden Buell Case in his book entitled Thirty 
Years with the Mexicans points out that the Mexican people are 
peace-loving, and that the Indian element which is dominant 
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is markedly characterized by patience and docility. Their 
struggles and revolutions have been baffling even to themselves, 
but they have not been content to submit to the conditione which 
have sucked their intellectual, spiritual, and financial birth-
right. In the article New Peons for Old, Mr. Hunt interprets 
the true spirit of the Mexican. 
11 The st ::>ry of Mexico is the story of human beings 
dreaming and fighting and struggling for elusive bits of free-
dom and self-respect, for things they can not pronounce but 
things a~t of which they unconsciously know they have been 
1 
cheated." 
Those desires and a~wirations of the Mexican have 
in a very short period become less elusive and more intellig~ 
ible. His spirit is becoming insight as well as longing. The 
Mexican has himself begun to sense some progress, which has 
1. Hunt, F. "New Peons for Old", Century Magazine , March, 
1922, pg.l79 
accelerated him. It h a s brought him to the place where he 
can progress rapidly. 
Mr.Ross recognized this new awakening in his trip 
to Mexico: 11 This is a new Mexico. Economitlally the Indian 
Min E·r is a little better off, but psychologically he is al• 
together different. It is dangerous now to beat, or kick, or 
curse him. He is no longer a cowed man. He feels that kis 
kind are on top and he straightens up with a new~born sense 
1 
of self-respect." 
B. CONSCIOUS CITIZENSHIP IN tmxiCO. 
Within a very few years, Mexleo has risen from 
a condition of passive servitude coupled with active violence 
to a condition of conscious citizenship. Dr.McCombs believes: 
11 The cbief .·ends :.:sought by the revolutionists have been accom-
plished, or are in the process of being achieved. The ~overn~ 
2 
ment has become more genuinely responsible to the people." 
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The constitution of 1857, though ignored by the 
Church and State, was not forgotten by the people. The more 
recent constitution of 1917, only reaffirmed the older con~ 
stitution, and added ·more re strictions to the list the Church 
has previously ignored. Both of these constitutions express the 
deep desire of the people for civil liberty and spiritual 
emancipation. 
President Obregon laid the Basis for present pro-
gress by the reorganization of the central government, although 
he left the redeeming of the constitution to Calles. 
1. Ross, E.A. Social Revolution in Mexico, pg. 53 
2. McCombs, Vernon M • . From over the Border, pg. 53 
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C. CALLES AS REDEEMER OF THE CONSTITUTION. 
President Calles is particularly well fitted 
to lead Mexico to civil and economic freedom, because he 
has hob-nobbed with all classes, the protelariat, the sue-
cessful, and the educated. He knows all the viewpoints. He is 
himself both practical and visionary. Chester M.Wright de-
scribes him: "Calles seems a strange mixture of prophet, 
crusader, engineer, and father. - -his eyes half-~illed with 
the fire of action and achievement, half dimmed in dreams of 
1 
future fulfillment." 
President Calles has set about the task of re-
deeming the constitution in earnest and is championing the 
nationality and integrity of Mexico, so that the task may be 
accomplished with finality. He has shown a most appreciative 
and cooperative spirit, in relation to movements working for 
the welfare of the masses, i.e. union labor and Protestantism. 
He has proven to be undaunted b y the antagonism of forces 
opposed to the will of the people as expressed in the con• 
stitution, i.e. foreign capital and the Catholic Church. 
f• REACTIONARY FORCES 
~. CLERICAL ANTAGONISM: 
So much has been said of the religious d'ssatis-
faction in Mexico that the religious question is thought by 
some to be the real issue, but it is simply an obstacle in the 
path of the real issue, which is civil liberty. It is trying 
1. Wright, Chester M. "Mexico's Peaceful Revolution;·r , Current 
History, July 1926, pg.505 
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to block the traffic on the road to progress in Mexico to- day 
and Calles is simply saying: 
"Make way for libertytt. 
Calles says himself concerning the issue: "That 
1 
it is one of our minor problems." meaning that it is sub-
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ordinate to the main issue - civil freedom. He is opposing the 
politic a l intrigue of the Church., and not its religions. He says: 
"Viva Christus by all means. Christ the ftiend, Christ the 
healer, Christ the savior, but not Christ the king - - leave 
politics out of this." 
The Church has been assigned by the Constitution 
of 1917, firmly but fairly to its rightful place in society -
that of ministering to the spiritual needs of a s piritually 
hungry people. There have been previously two parties in 
Mexico striving for supremacy in g ov e rnment, the conserv ative 
or church party, and the liberal party. To-day the liberal 
party seeks to enforce the constitution which denies the 
church's right to function as a political structure, as 
a competitor to the government. 
The will of the people has been set down in 
organized form in the constitution of 1917, and Calles 
has been chosen to put in force the will of the people. 
These are stated as follows: 
l.Callee, Current History July 1926 p 505 
11 Article 3 - Instruction is free; that given 
in primary institutions of learning shall be 
eecular. Primary instruction whether higher 
or lower, given in private institutions shall 
likewise be secular . No religious corpora-
tion nor minister of any religious creed 
shall establish or direct scho nls of primary 
instruction. Private primary schools may 
be established only su~Ject to the official 
supervision. Primary instruction in public 
institutions shall be gratuitous. 
Article 5 - - - - The State shall not permit 
any contract covenant or agreement to be carried 
out having fot its object the abridgement,loss, 
or irrevocable sacrifice of the liberty of 
man, whether by reason of labor, education, 
or religious vows. The law, therefore, does 
not permit the establ i shment of monastic orders, 
of whatever denomination, or for whatever 
purpose contemplated. 
Article 55 -Section 6 - Representatives shall 
have the following qualifications - - They 
sha l l not be ministers of any religious creed. 
Article 82 - The President of the Republ i c shall 
not belong to the ecclesiastical State nor be a 
minister of any religious creed. 
Article 130 - - - - The Congress shall not 
enact any laws establish ing or forbidding 
any religion whatsoever . · 
Marriage is a civil contract. Marriage 
and all other acts rela ting to the civil 
sta tus of individuals shall appertain to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the civil author-
ities in the manner and form by law provided, 
and they shall have the force and the 
validity given them by said laws." 
In brief, the governmental curtailing of church 
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authority includes the nationalizing of ecclesiastical waalth 
the prescribing of the number of priestsrnand ministers, for-
bidding of ministry to non-Mexicans, and forbidding religious 
teaching in primary schools. 
The opposition of the administration is entire~ 
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ly political. It does respect the religious beliefs of everybody. 
No creed, rite, or sect is persecuted because of any of its 
religious views. Mr.Mendozq, in addressing a labor audience 
said vehemently:"No church has been closed by the government, 
but by themselves as an act of retaliation." The antagonism 
of the church is likewise political. 
Wr.Gonzolo Ba.iz Camargo, vice president of the 
normal school in Mexic?, says with feeling: "The church 
excommunicated Hedalgo, our Washington; and Juarez, our Lin• 
1 
coln, and despairs of our Calles.'' 
The church to-da~ stands against every awakening 
movement for the welfare of the Mexican people, and while 
the people have in places shown their distress over the dis-
pleasure of the church, they have not taken up arms for it; 
for vaguely they realize it is not of them. It is not inw 
terested in expressing their new urges toward public education~ 
improvement of labor conditions, and financial opportunity, 
or even in favor of prohibition, or woman's suffrage, or is 
·, 
it in tune with the nationalistic tendencies in Mexican culture 
or d evelopment. It is not of the people or of the nation. 
It is a super-structure in modern progress. 
1. Camargo,Gonzalo Biaz 11 Is there Religious Persecution in 
Mexico"? California Christian Advocate 
August .26, .1926, pg.2 
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t.THE ANTAGONISM OF CAPITAL: 
The constitution trues to waive the claims of 
an individual or sectional advantage for the benefit of a 
common weal - wh ich is hard to do lp a country where the terms 
"rights" has become corrupted and st1JldS fo.r immoral and unjust 
concessions, of small individual interests.' These interests 
are small in origin and purpose, but large when measured in 
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possessions. The Mexican people have been cheated out of thear 
land by a few rich Mexican land~lords, who have been given special 
concessions, but more by the foreign capitalists who gained 
such a foothold during the time of Diaz. 
The 11 haciendos 11 or private ranches in Mexico range 
from 21,945 acres to 6,000,000 acres or nearly the size of 
Maine. In one State with a population of 179,594, all of the 
2 
land was in the hands of twenty land lords. 
It is against such a situation that Article 27 
of the constitution of 1971 is projected. Calles himself says* 
"The cardinal aims of revolution a.nd of liberty must succeed. 
The land must devolve back to the Indiana. It is their own 
1 
land." 
It is estimated that only 1.1 percent of the oil 
production in Mexico is in the hands of the Mexicans . 
The United States contends that the proposed method stated 
in Article 27, will dispossess the nationals of legal "rights". 
Mexico is arguipg a~ainst any holders of concessions who are 
doing no more than nolding their valuable rights against the 
1. Calles, Plutarco E. "A Hundred Years of Revolution" 
_survey May 1, 1924, pg.l33 
2. Boston Herald, Jan.~6,1927. 
needs of the future. 
Vested int erests either of foreign capital or of 
the Church are the greatest monsters Calles has to face in his 
bat t le for civil freedom. Mr.Hartman gets an the kernel in a 
1 
few words. 11 The secret of our trouble is oil and holy water.u 
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President Calles is as firm in his opposition to the encroach-
ments of foreign capital and is determined to develop Mexico 
into a nation that will be independent of the rest of the world, 
~articularly of the United States. 
Mr.Hunt says that there is in Mexico to-day a spread 
of nationalism that does not want to be bullied by big brother-
ism, a spirit that resents the Monroe Doctrine. "Mexico for 
the Mexicans" is the attitude under the big Mexican hat to-
day, and it is something for the American to think about. 
Mr.Kellogg says that the Mexicans are making such plans 
for self-help, and self-development as must challenge the 
admiration of every friendly person, and that the whole nation 
is straining mightily to bring its elf up to the heights of civi-
lization. 
The American government which is becoming increas-
ingly capitalistic, has reason to admire rather than thwart 
a nation who dares to takes moves to give the resources of 
the nation back to the people of the nation. 
~PROGRESSIVE FORCES IN MEXICO, 
i Mexico is trying to meet and cope with her vex• 
ing problems, but she is aiming further than immediate problems. 
1. Hartman, Zions Herald. 
She is seeking to formul ate re·forms which will make for 
future stability, progress and prosperity. Movements are 
gathering momentum in Mexico; the masses are becoming organ-
ized for peaceful but resolute evolution. 
Q. THE VOICE OF LABOR. 
·~. NOT RADIJ AL BU1R PROGRESSIVE. 
Union labor is perhaps the most influential of the 
organized forces in Mexican red emption to"day. Because of the 
cooperative spirit between the administration and the Union, 
the government has been labeled 11 red 11 , and Bolshevik, by un-
sympathetic capitalists. 
The Federation of : bor in Mexico is far from rad-
ical or revolutionary. It is constructive, discriminative -
so it should be progressive and a real reason for hope in Mex~ 
leo. It is seeking to express the newly awakened citizenship 
in Mexico. It is true that it does possess a growing consciousw 
ness of power, it has friends at court; it is being pushed in 
everyboccupation. Most significant, Union labor is amagic word 
to the common people, who still live and die by magic words. 
They are crying out- "terra and libertad 11 , land and liberty, 
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and believe Union labor to be the magic word that will bring these. 
Josse Kelly, in speaking of the progress of Union 
labor, to a Boston audience, said: 11 We are responsible for 
whatever ·progress Mexico has made in the past six years." 
~.COOPERATION NOT DICTATION. 
The Federation of labor is a force in Mexican 
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redemption to-day, and while it is powerful it is in no sense 
trying to usurp the machinery of government, it is the opinion of 
Ivir.Trevine, a labor leader. He says that the labor colors blend 
with and support the national colors. 
It is to be remembered. further that long bef. dre 
Lenine seized control of Russia, the basis of Mexican land 
...... 
policy had been settled. Mr.Wright, wh~ represents the Pan-
. . ~ -
American Federation of. Labor affirms that . "The Mexic en labor 
movement is at the back of its government, supporting it, hel~­
ing direct it, and standing with it against whatever outside 
1 
menace may threaten." 
3. PRACTICAL NOT THEORITICAL: 
In the last twelve years the trade union move-
ment has rai s ed wages an average of 85% and yet a leader of 
t h e fecil.'eration has said.: "We will not permlt strikes for im-
2 
possible demands. Mexican industry must be helped." 
Another practical and far-seeing result of the 
union ' s program is the efficiency committees, wh i ch are at 
work everywhere to stop faulty me t hods. 
4. POSITIVE NOT NEGATIVE. 
The moral tones of the unions are high. They are 
not clamoring against the culture of the rich, but are asking 
education for the masses. Mr .Ross quotes a union leader as 
3 
saying: "We want schools and no salo ons." 
l.Wright, Chester M., "Mexico's Peaceful Revolution under Calles. it 
Current Hist ory Huly 1926,p 507 
2. 
3. Ross, E.A., Pe~~eful Evolution in Mexic o . 
e · 
b,THE PUBLIC SCHOOL LOOMING ON THE MEXICAN HORIZON 
I. ASCENT OF THE MASSES. 
A sociologist in Mexico a number of years ago 
said that the beginning of the ascent of the masses awaited 
popular education, which was the one key to the regeneration 
of Mexico •• President Calles recognizes the growth of the 
public schools as the hope of Mexico, and education heads the 
list of his hobbies. All the liberating forces of Mexiconare 
trying to work out a system of public education for the masses. 
a.POPnLAR CONTROL. 
The administration is dema~ding control of the 
education and is seeking to enforce the restrictions concern-
ing private educ ation. It is dawning on the Mexican conscious-
ness that education should be popular and universal. They have 
bec ~me aware of the inadequacy of church controlled education. 
11 At the end of nea.rly four centuries of control by the church, 
90j of the Mexicans could neither read nor write, and wa in 
one year Calles administration built as many schools as the 
1 
three hundred. years of Catholic domination." 
g . PRESENT DEVELOPMENTS AND UNDERTAKINGS. 
~. Money. 
Because of Calles' interest in educ ation he has 
cut down useless political offices, and reevaluated education 
in the national budget. 
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~. EDUCATION A PLACE OF RESPECT ON THE CABINET. 
Mexico has done what the United States haA never 
succeeded in doing because of Cathoibic opposition - she has 
given education a department on the cabinet created a central 
1. Ross, E.A. "Seven Day Churches in Mis_sion Lands", Homilectic 
· Review, Nov. 1924 • . p . 39b 
system of educ ~ tion. This has greatly facilitated progress. 
~. PROGRAM. 
The present developments are along many lines. 
There have been six hundred and eighty one libranies opened. 
Techinal and industrial schools have sprung into existence al-
most over night.Mexico is expressing versatility and originality 
in the way she is handling her problem of raral education .. There 
are over three thousand "educational misaionaries 11 on the 
field, who go into the illiterate agricultural ~istricts and 
conduct day schools for the children, and night schools for 
the adults. 
~. PROTESTANT ENCOURAGEMENT OF POPULAR EDUCATION. 
As the protestant church has been the forerunner 
of pu~lic schools elsewhere so it has spread its seed into 
Mexico. The nature and history of the Protestant church make 
it especially adapted to a democratic form of education. Leaders 
long ago recognized the harmony. President Juarez long ago said 
that the future happiness of Mexico depended on the development 
of Protestantism. 
The Protestant church throughout has uniformly 
responded to the teaching of religion in the primary schools. 
In fe et~ the Protestant church is in Mexico desirous of being a 
creative, libera tive force, and stands in sympathy with the 
masses. The administration has apprec~ated the political attitude 
of the Protestants, and sent a cablegram to the United States 
announcing."No evangelical missionaries have been expelled, 
no Protestant mission schools have been closed. 
• 
f). SIGNS OF SPIRITUAL AWAKENING. 
It is necessary, says Mr.Monroe of Harvard, to 
distinguish between Catholicism and the Catholic church. Many 
Mexicans are rabid against the Catholic church and still are 
devout in their worship. 11 The Mexicans", states Mr.Trowbridge, 
"are stiff jointed in the field of religion, and possess a 
religious pride that prevents them from going oub of the beaten 
track. The conventional in religion is very strong, perhaps 
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because their religion itself concerns itself too much to form." 
There have been some marked tendencies to break the 
conventional form - most striking of these having been the 
promulgation of the national church of Mexico • . It is called 
11 ~ o ~ Rom Movement 11 , which implies a separation from the 
Roman Catholic Church. It conserves much of the form and ritual 
of the Catholic church, introducing a married clergy, the Mexican 
language amd an open Bible. It is simply the new national con-
scYl.ousness seeking to express itself in an individual religions 
movement, which desires to keep the $800,000.00 sent to Rome e ach 
year from Mexico. 
Mr.Mendoza, who is pDominent as a Protestant 
leader and editor in Mexico City, sees its possibilities 
but at the same time does not feel that it is prompted by a 
purely religious motive. He terms it "schismatic" and feels that 
it is impossible for a religious movement - inspired by class 
motives - to succeed religiously. 
1. Trowbrrige, E .D. Mexico To-day and T-o-morrow PI .112 
He spoke with the light of a prophet in his eyes, 11 A movement 
will come which shall bring a church more spiritual arid simpler, 
more attractive , more faithful to the spirit of Christ - If an 
inspired movement it would have Mexico at its heels. Who will 
1 
bring it?. 11 
There is a more radical movement against organized 
religion than the o Vow Rom mevement. It is bitter in its 
antagonism and atheistic in its tendencies. It expresses it-
40 
self in fiery putbursts against religion, as voiced by a labor 
leader in Yucatan:"In the name of God, who is called love, you 
have been beaten, kicked, wounded, killed. In the name of Jesus 
the humble you have been oppores s ed, enslaved, and robbed of your 
houses, and your lands. In the name of Mary, the Mother of God, 
your wives, your daughters have been raped. In t he name of the 
2 
devil get back your houses, your lands, your families." 
The people c an be stirred by such. agit ators, but 
are more moved by the r e ligious appeal. There is religious 
expression being given from within the church itself. In some 
instances the people have taken charge of their own servies 
in the absence of the priest, and have as many people in atten-
dance as before. 
The people at heart are Catholice, are prejudiced 
in spite of their Catholic domination. The Protestant has made 
slow progress in Mexico because of this deep-seated prejudice. 
It has a g reat er opportunity to-day than ever before bec ause 
the hold of Catholicism i s breaking down. There is a gap to be 
1. Mendoza, in address i ng an aud i ence at Santa Paula, Cal. 
2. Thompson, C.A. "The Missionary from the U.S.A." Survey 
May 1, 1924 p.l79 
filled, but the stigma of "Protestante" must be broken down 
first. She must minister to the people, through their needs. 
She must h elp Mexico to keep up her courage , . 
"There is a smiling Mexico, back of all, and the 




She must do all in her power to bring about better 
relationship between Mexico and t h e United States. She must 
appreciate and help the Mexican to express his awakening 
urges on both sides of the Border. Mexico is emerg ing. She 
has a ;nessEge. She has been trying to give it for four hundred 
years, and to-day her message is taking expression, and it is 
a challenge to both those who deny it full expression, and those 
who would help it to fulfillment. 
"We should have to go back to the days of the 
Italian Renaissance for a great prototype of what is happening 
to-day in Mexico. Then a fire of new ideals generated in the 
bra ins and souls of the Italians, spread through a world, 
.. 
reinvigorating as it went; a similar group of enthusiasts 
2 
have caught up ideals which have inflamed a people." 
1. Tannenbaum, 11 Mex1co a Promise. 11 Survey, May 1, 1924, pg .130 
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THE NEW MISSION 
uCalifornia we come to you, 
To seek a place to live. 
*"'*~~~~--~-l~ ~~~~*-J(-~f-
California, our toil- worn hands 
Are bleeding ae a slave's. 
·"· * -' C"<"~***if*i~* 
California, we come to thee, 
We hunger, and we thirst. 
*****~~***** 
California, we're naked and sick~ 
Can you show us where to go?u 1. 
A. RELATIONSHIPS ABOVE AND BELOW THE BORDER: 
having studie s the Mexican situation in the 
light of past history and present unfolding - in its native sett-
ting, it is the further purpose of this thesis, to consider the 
Mexican, a "scion of chanceu, a product of circums'dlance , as 
he is found with tn our borders. He is the embodiment of the 
. 
unsolved prmblems 8outh of the border, and the butt of our 
unsolved economic and social problems here. 
Mr. Round says concerning these unsolved prob-
lems of the Mexican: "It is safe to eay that we have 16%. 
of the problem north of the border. The problem is bone of 
2 
our bone, and flesh of our flesh." 
In order to deal with the Mexican of to-day, it is 
necessary not only to sympathize with .his backwardness and 
poverty, but to be able to interpret what present changes in 
Mexico are doing to his psirit. Any approach to the Mexican 
here must be conditioned by intelligent interpretation of present 
day Mexice.n :1istory. The religious unrest in Mexico is 
l.With apologies to Esther Wellman Turner, America we cry to 
the s . 
2. Roundy, "The Mexican in our Midst," Mig_gion~cr Review 34, 
May 1921, p 361 
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felt on this side of the border - likewise the ec nn~~ic ~ud social 
changes. Yhe way America deale with the Mexican here carries its 
influence back to Mexico, making for friendly or unfriendly 
relationships. What is being carried on by the Protestant 
Church, by the Mabor movement, by businese men on one 
side of the border, colors what is beine done on the other, and 
demends some sort of a response. 
David Lawrence, in his book Ma~±ng Friends wi~ 
.£':!£_}].~l:.&hbors, says: 
"Frontiers can be only imaginary lines, 
but they can also be the furrows of fric-
tion - - - - It is not f a shionable for 
nations to discuss domestic problems, 
and public opinion is kept fDom sympathet-
ic understanding by the false pride and 
~loofnes s of nations - - - When we really 
know the limitations of men and races, 
we arc for the first time in a positions 
to deal with them sympathetically and 
wisely - - - wisdom is always tolerant 
and t end e r and hyman. 11 1 
Mr.McLean in his article 11 Rubbinf Shoulders on the 
Border 11 , believes that the solution of this friction is 
to be found in rubbing shoulders more; that theproblem can 
not be solved by the diplomats of the countries, but by the 
friendly contacts of the people. 
Calles expressed a similar opinion in relation to 
the recent friction over oil interests in Mexico. He emphatically 
believes that the differehces are not between the people of Mexico 
and the people of the united States, but between the Mexican 
l.Lawrence, Dav1d,i1Making Friends with our Neighbors," Sa~ur-
~Eveigg__Post Vol 193, Jan.l9,1924 p 25 
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government and a smal l group of American capitalists. Nor does 
he believe the honor and dignity of the two countries are affected 
by these differences. 
B. PERSONALITY: 
It is quite possible to romance on Mexican le-
gend and history, to be interested in newspaper reports on Mex-
icen affairs, and to disregard the present-day human element 
which is found in our midst. Doe s the Mexican, who is the pro -
duct of romance, of revolution, and present evolution, speak to 
Americans? Or does race antae,oniem and heightened opportunity 
blind the vision? It is nec essary to 1{now how to make contacts 
with the Mexican, by a study of his personality. It is hard to 
catalogue the Mexican because he eludes definition. He is somewhat 
of a paradox, at once prosaic, fascinating, and al arming. 
l.PROASIC: 
He appears prosaic and uninteresting to the thrifty, 
more prosperous American, as he wanders about with .his large 
fam i ly, half- heartedly seeking "trabajo". It perchance he pro-
cures the needed work, he usually fails to understand or satisfy 
hue employer, and he passes on, apparently caring very little 
for what he has failed to do. There is little light in his 
countenance, and he often appears dull and hopeless and poor, 
and the California speaks of him contemptuously as a worth-
less greaser. This dullness is composed of many ingredients. 
He is, in s pite of his history, peace-loving,long-suffering and 
patient. This Indiand has waited for chance for many hundred years. 
He is still waiting~ This patient attitude has often worked against 
his advancement. It is found in scrutiny 
to be overly passive and docile. Worse than that it may mean 
lack of hope, and movements to uplift him. are in danger of 
being throttled on the stones of dead inertia. This inertia 
is caused also by a lack of ideas, which is not surprising 
when we realize ho~ little opportunity the Mexican has had for 
education and the expression of ideas. The problem of stimulat-
ing these people, in · the creation of desires as well as the 
fulfillment of needs, gives the new mission a double task. 
Hie docile attitude may be conditioned by two very different 
elements. It may be because of his sense of his own inferior-
due 
ity, which is budding in the roots of Mexican character/to 
the marked social stratification in· Mexico; or it may be 
because of his innate sense of courtesy and desire to please 
If the latter, it is, in part, the secret of the Mexican's 
subtle fascination. 
2.FASCINATING: 
a.IN HIS COURTESY: 
Lummis, in the Land of Poco Tempo, expresses 
something of this native magnificence, in characterizing them 
11 ae ignorant as slaves, and more courteous than kings, poor as 
1 
Lazarus and more hospitable than Croesus." Courtesy seems to 
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be as native to the Aztec as to the Castillan. One . can not help 
but be stirred by Lew Wallace's account of the meeting of Cortez 
and Montezuma. Whatever sinister forces were underneath this 
meeting of two civilizations, the splendid courtesy of the 
Az~ec and the Spaniard were equally matched, and that courtesy 
1. Lummis, The Landed Poco Tempo Pi : .• 5 
is found even in the poorest peon to-day. He still considers 
it more important to be courteous than to be truthful. This 
difference in values gives the Mexican his individuality. 
b.@N HIS HOPITALITY: 
There is an utter abandon in the matter of hop-
pitality. The phrase 11 My house is yours" with the Mexican is 
not a polite phrase, as it is with the Japanese; it is liter-
ally true. Mr.Winton says that nowhere is this · quality of 
charity more universal than among the Mexicans. It is easy for 
them to take in the mrphaned child or the unfortunate. Often 
when a family considered .''worthy" is given provisions, they 
distribute them to their needy friends and relatives ·. They are 
baffled at the American logic which sternly forbid& them to 
share such donations. 
c.IN HIS APPRECIATION OF BEAUTY: 
A keen, though untutored sense of beauty, is a 
dominating characteristic of the Mexican~ which he expresses 
even in adverse circums~ances. The Mexican is said to be content 
with floorless, chimneyless huts so long as their dooryards 
are spilling over with gardenias, and japonicas, and hibuscus. 
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In a visit to one of these floorless huts, the mother 
of the house insisted that we sit on three legged stools, and boxes 
which she placed in her front yard between the lilac bushes. 
Her native sense of charm was further revealed in her broken 
but gracious worasof welcome which created the atmosphere of 
a garden party, although the trappings on her feet could 
sc arcely be called shoes.The oldest of her children acted as 
interpreter, the others shook their heads shyly, but curious-
ly out of the window, reminding me of the verse: 
"The house - - - -
Low and little, black and old, 
With children, aany as it could hold, 
All at the windows open wide, 
Heads an~snoulders clear outside, 
And thei~~~ung faces all ablush; 
Perhaps you may have seen, some day, 
Roses crowd tng the self-same way, 
Out of a welding wayside bush. 11 1 
d.IN HIS LOVE OF MUSIC: 
Music is a part of the Mexican 1 s very soul, which 
is evidenced by the fiddles and banjos of the Mexican camps, 
and the imme.diate response of the Mexican to the opportunity 
to study music. Mr.Ross says that at every social level, the 
Mexican has music as a priceless asset. 
e.IN HIS EMOTIONAL ORGANIZATION: 
In part the Mexican's appreciation of art may 
be attributed to the innate culture of the Aztec and the 
Castillan, which all ths sordidness of history has not been 
able to eliminate. TQ ~larger degree, it has its seat in the 
peculiar emotional organization of the Mexican, which is at 
once an attraction and a danger. I have often heard Dr. 
McCombs, who understands the Mexic ans as few others do, say, 
"we AngloSaxons need more heart. 11 
Mr.McLean, in speaking. of the psychology of the 
Mex ican r eminds us that the Pilgrims in this country war ... 
shipped according to the dictates of his conscience, while 
1. Cary, Alice, 11 An Order for a Picture", Choice Readings PI ; .40 
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the Mexican worships and lives according to the dictates of 
his heart. His affections rule. 
Elena Landzuri, in answering the question Wh;y_ 
we are diffe r ent, says of her own people:"Other people,perhaps, 
d e sire the means to live, money to build, to do good, to spend. 
They want to impress themselves on the world. We must think, 
1 
we must chat, we must see, we must enjoy ourselves, we must be 11 • 
In his emotional response, the Mexican reminds one 
of an adolescent,, and presents a problem, on account of his 
fluctuating affections and impulses. 
3 .ALARMING: , 
He is often a serious problem because he lacks 
the proper channels in which to express his emotional nature, 
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an~ often aecomes a prey to his emotions. Wallce Thompson concludes 
in his study of the Mexican that at least two-thirds of the 
Mexican's intellectual power is devoted to the creation and 
gratification of the sex urge. 
He is often roused to anger, fear, and jealousy, 
which lead to criminal offenses. When we remember t~ moral 
laws of the Aztecs, and · the restraint of the Indian, ·.i t ·is2 seen that 
these dangerous traits of the Mex ican as perversions of his 
natural d evelopment. The remedy does not lie in stifling 
or cramping the Mexican's rich emotional nature, or even 
locking him in jail to cool him off, but rather in stimulating 
him to fuller, freeer and higher expressions. 
It must be remembered that like a child, he is 
1. Landazuri, Elena, "Why We are Different", Survey, May 1, 1924. 
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easily atimulated and swayed. He is swayed by the atheist, 
the· communist. He is a ready prey to the evll, fertile soil 
for the quack doctor, shyster lawyer, unprincipled demagogue; 
he is also responsive and appreciative to those who know how 
to approach him with help. Those who sincerely wish to make 
contacts with these people must regard carefully their feel-
ings. Kirby Page, in addressing an audience of university 
students said that the way people feel abou~ things is the 
most important fact to be considered in all the findings of 
foreign relayions. It is thus a necessity to discover all the 
~ttitudes that enter into Mexican relationships on this sode 
of the border. 
C • ATT !TUDES: 
I. THE ATTITUDE OF THE MEXICAN TOWARD HIMSELF: 
This has been touched upon. It is found to be 
negative rather than positive. In the »ast, he has been held 
down by a few, he has learned to class people as those who 
count, and those who do not, and to count himself in the 
second group. This feeling is somet ~mes carried so far that 
it makes him ashamed of his country and his language. The Mex-
ican as a rule trusts his own people even less than he does 
foreigners. He is suspicious of all men possessing much of the 
watchfulness of the Indian, coupled with the lack of regard 
for life that many years of bloodshed have bequeathed to him. 
While we still see a lack of self-esteem on the part of the 
Mexican, it is here that he is changing most rapidly. He is 
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overcoming his inferiority complex, with a new born self~ 
r espect, and is commencing to resent the utter lack of regard 
with which industry handles him. 
2.THE ATTITUDE OF THE MEXICAN TOWARD THE AMERICAN: 
a. INDIVIDU~: 
The Mexican usually knows but one side of the 
American, his capacity as a boss. The American looks to the 
Mexic an as a tool to increase his wealth. The attitude of 
the Mex-ican toward the American is equally mercenary. He 
thinks of America and the Americ an as a means of bettering 
his condition. He is conscious of the crudity and abruptness 
of manner of the American, and is slightly contemptuous of 
this savage , which for some inexplicable reason the gods of 
fortune have peculiarly blessed. The American seeks to show 
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his sense of superiority, the Mexican hides any sense of superior• 
ity he may have. The American can be called on the phone, and 
expected to give a quick decision, but the Mexican ~esent s t 
such procedure. For all the American's possessions the Mexican 
doe s n ot greatly admire him, or show marked desire to become 
a f el l ow citizen with him. 
b.AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP: 
Americanization is glibly spoken of by the 
Americans as a cure all for the problems, and tA-o/ often forget 
that it is a twofold provess; that it involves the Mexicani-
zation of the American, as well as the Americ anization of the 
Mexican. Charles Thompson, in writing for the Surveyt . says of 
the Amer-ican: "So naturally and thoroughly has Americanization 
taken with him, that Mexicanization proves a difficult innoc-
ulation. He is Angle-Saxon in spirit, and needs sympathetic 
. 1 
penetration intm the Latin-American spirit." 
Eo far the Mexican holds fast to his Mexican 
allegiance, and thinks swearing allegiance is cursing the 
fatherland. Bromley Oxnan, of the Church of All Nations in 
Los Angeles estimates that 80% of the Mexicans refuse natural-
ization. When asked why he does not become an American citizen, 
he s EJys that his neighbor would cut his throat. The fact re-
mains that Mexicans who do becmme Americ anized are often 
ostracized by their fellow~countrymen. The reaons for this 
attitude are historical, temperamental, and social. But a basis 
for it lies in a sense of injustice that the Mexican feels 
toward a system that ignores his pers onality. Jay Stowell 
feels that the secret of this feeling : lies in the fact that 
the Indian has been so exploited by the while man that he is 
suspicious of him, and of his customs and religion. 
c.BORDER CONDITIONS: 
Our border presents the first view of American 
life, and while it is the worst view, it creates certain 
impressions of lawlessness and vice on the Mexican mind, which 
cause him to lose respect for American ideals. 
3.THE ATTITUDE OF THE AMERICAN TOWARD THE T~ICAN: 
Perhaps the most important to the Mexican's wel-
fare is the attitude that the American takes howard him. 
1. Thompson, Charles, Survey May 1, 1924. pg.l81 
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Outside of the agencies working definitely for his welfare, 
the general attitude is one of superiority or aloofness, neglect 
and mercenary regard. 
a. SUPERIORITY: 
Let us picture to ourselves an Americ an community 
of the Southwest. Its wide and well-sha~ed streets are bordered 
by neat and attractive homes, set back among fl ower gardena 
and fruit trees. There is a small business block with pEos-
perous stores and a bank or two. The country a r ound is a con• 
tinuous orchard of orange, lemon and walnut trees. 
To this community comes a little group of Mexicans. 
They can not afford to pay rent, so they build themsleves a 
few shacks, "across the tracks 11 • They become the Mexican 
colony; econo"mically they become indespensable. 
Socially, are theymembers of the community? If they 
try to climb in they are treated like a thief and a robber. They 
are not invluded in any of the social life of the community. 
Sometimes the Mexican children go to the same school as the 
Americans; at others a separate school is opened on their 
side of the town. Occasionally the children may meet on the play-
ground, but their parents do not meet in the labor hall or the 
theater. It is not easy for the Mexican to become a member of 
the American community. 
A girls club was being organized on the Mexican 
border. They were asked if they wanted to have American girls 
1 
in with them, and the answer was: 11 It will be alfright when it 
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c omes to the club meetings, but when it comes to parties and 
1 
programs. they won't want us, we are not welcome.u Railroad 
tracks, river beds, or swamps, are lines of demarcation, but 
a stronger boundary here is that invisi~le line of race pre-
judice which separates the Americ an people from the Mexic e.ns 
who perform the menial tasks of their industries. 
b.NEGLECT: 
Conditions of dl etress in the "Mexican colony" 
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are unnoticed until the other side of the track feels the danger. 
The American then becomes acquainted with the Mexican because 
of his deficiencies. It is a Mexican epidemic across the tracks; 
or a large number of Mexican cases, which weigh heavily on the 
civic charities; or because of some shooting scrape, or even 
a Mexic an boy pilfering an apple, or breaking a window. Then 
we become distressed about the low standard o~living and 
morality of the Mexicans, not realizing that our disregard is 
largely responsible for the situation. As an ignorant American 
expressed it: 11 Taint American the way we treat those Mexicans." 
c.MERCENARY REGARD: 
The Mexican is tolerated because he is needed. 
He is perferred to other foreign labor, such as the Japanese 
or Italians, because there is less danger of his becoming a 
competitor of the American; in short he is more easily exploited. 
Mr.Ross says that he is pathetically submissive, and an easy prey 
for designing men. 
1. 11 A Study of Social and Economic Factors, relating to Spanish-
Speaking People in the United States." Home Mission Council, p. , .29 
The Mexican is gaining in regard as he is becoming 
more necessary to ingustry. Proceeding humbly, quietly, and 
unheralded, he has made himself ind~spensable. Mr.Roos states 
that all employers agree that the Mexican makes a good laborer. 
The Americans have encouraged the Mexicans to come, At first 
the Mexicans settled near the border. The border patrol did 
not keep them out when the farmers along the border felt in 
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need of them, and gradually the whole state has called upon this 
ready supply of labor, until millions of dollars of invested capi-
tal is dependent for productiveness upon Mexican labor. These 
thousands of people are contributing millions to the wealth 
of California and they deserve more regard than is expressed 
in their meager pay envelopes. 
Mr.Esquizel, speaking from the Mexican viewpoint, 
says: "No la,st ll'lg'_:pros perity can be accomplished at the expense 
1 
of manhood. 11 A higher regard for the Mexican must come and 
express itself in better housing conditions, better educationw 




The Mexican immigration has been steadily rising. 
He will be found as a permanent ~actor in California life. He 
will travel back and forth over the borde~as a migrant worker, 
but to a large degree he will remain, to increase the wealth 
as well as the problems of housing, poverty, crime and disease. 
1. Esquizel, S.T. "Immigrant from Mexico." Outlook, Vol.l25 
May, 1920, p; ~ .131 _ 
Figures show that the immigration was increasing-
ly large until 1919, when twice as many as any previous years 
entered. 20% of all here entered that year. Mr.Esqui~el gives 
statistics further to prove that they remain in this country 
more or less permanently. Of ten thousand or so Mexicans ex-
amined, it was found that seven hundred and seventy ijad lived 
here from fifteen to twenty years, one thousand two hundred and 
seventy eight for ten years, and four thousahd six hundred and 
1 
fourte €n for from five to twn years. 
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From these figures we wonder why the Mexican appears 
to have just arrived. He is usually found in temporary quarters 
with few possessions. A study of the labor supply and demand 
reveals that this migratory character is forced upon him by 
the economic conditions of California. 
2.SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT: 
There are very few forms of employment that afford 
the Mexican a steady job, the railroad construction gang being 
the best example of steady employment. But California is 
preeminently an agricultural state~ and there is no place in 
the c ountry where agriculture is so highly specialized. Some 
crop is being harvested somewhere in the state during every 
month of the year, and all of them are dependent more or less 
on the family labor of the Mexican. Cotton, gaapes, peachea, 
apricots, cantel ~upe, prunes, aalnuta, oranges, lemons, all 
await these brown hands. 
This seasonal occupation in which the majority of 
l. Esquizel,S.T. Immigrant from Mezico." 
.. 
Mexica.ns engage, brings distress to the Mexicans and to the 
charities who have to tide over the periods of non- employ-
ment. Most of these seasons only last a few weeks. ''Off season 11 
is often starvation time for these peDple, for they have never 
learned thrift, nor do their wages offer much margin for a 
savings account. 72% are named as unskilled labor, which means 
a salary ranging from two to two fifty to four dollars, which 
is often barely stretched to meet the necessities of their 
large families. But as long as the eaale of wages remains lower 
in Mexico, they will continue to come, and be our gypsy 
laboters. 
tr If you want to see Mr .Mart inez, seasonal 
laborer, upon important business, you 
must consult y our calendar, not your 
address book for his address. If per-
chance you would hold conference with 
him in March, try the beet field around 
Oxnard; if in late May or June, he 
might be discovered in the apricots 
at Beaumont or Banning; if you would 
see him in September he may be found 
either picking cotton in the San 
Joaquin Vallej or c amped in a tent 
with his family by one of the walnut 
groves not far from Santa Aba, and if 
you are looking for him at Christmas 
time you may discover him picking 
oranges, in one fo the groves not 
far from Los Angeles." 1 
The following tables show first the amount of 
times he moves during the year, and second the amount of 
time during the year that he is idle. 
1. Bulletin: "A Study of Social and Economic Facotrs relating 
to Spanish Speaking People in United Snates 11 , p 9 
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Table I - Change in Crops. 
Southern Cal. Northern Cal. 
Los Angeles San Francisco. 
March Bean and Beet thinning Mar.l5-May 1 Asparagus 
May 10-Jun 20 Apricots and May 15 Cherries 
Peaches 
September - Grapes,Cotton, 
Walnuts 
November - Navels 
Jaunary - Valencias 
May 20 - Apricots 
July-Aug. Peaches, Grapes 
Sept.-Oct,-Prunes 
Sept.20 - Oct.Tomatoes. 
Table II ... 
(year 
Ratio of Employment 
representing 100%) 
i~ : ~~ 
and Idleness 
Idle 
11.8% Jan ana Feb. 
Marchand April 
May and June 
July and Eugust 
S~ptember and October 









July and August represent the peak, when the 
demand is greater than the supply. The ratio of idleness 
increases until it is at its maximum about Christmas time. These 
figures show that the casual workers, which wre 100% Mexic ans, 
in the Southern part of the state, are idle 34% of its possible 
owrking time. 
Often a frdit crop or industry attracts hundreds 
of Mexicans, only to leave them at the end of a short season 
on the hands of the community which has no housing facilities 
to take care of them. 
3.HOUSING CONDITIONS: 
The Mexicans are constantly upbraided because of 
their low standard of living. The conditions in which they live 
are to be deplored, but are hard to remedy, because of the 
seasonal employment, and unsubstantial income of the Mexican. 
1. Tables presented by Social and Economic Commission of 
El Paso Conference, Dec. 1926 
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§..TENT STAGE: 
The Mexican seems to have to repeat all the 
stages of the human race, in the matter of housing his family. 
Everything from a shelter of leaves and bark at the side of 
the road, to a neat cottage with modern fixtures. The majority of 
Mexicans live in between these two extremes. The problem of 
seasonal crops mak~s permanent quarters on the ranch almost an 
impossibility, for capital invested in adequate housing for the 
peak of the season will be idle most of the remainder of the 
season. 
The majority of seasonal laborers live in tents, 
or similar camping arrangements. Some families have remained 
in one Mexican camp for several years without floor or furni-
ture. Often two hundred or more Mexicans live mn forty or 
fifty shelters covering a very small corner of the ranch, often 
the corner the marsh, the chicken corral or the custy roadside. 
The crowded conditions make for filth, and besides, these 
qyartere offer no bathing arraggements. The water very often 
has to be carried in buckets. Such conditions attract the flies, 
who are hasty messengers of contagious diseases. A person 
pas sing one of these camps in an automobile, on hearing the 
many children's voices, might get ~n impression that it was a 
smmmer holiday. But a closer range, the pitiful cries of small 
babies and the worried expression of the mother as she bends 
over a tub of grimy clothes, would dispel such an impression. 
Camping haE lost all of its thrills for her~ 
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B.EXPERIMID~TS IN PERMANENT HOUSING ARRANGEMENTS 
ON THE RANCHES: 
The employer has begun to see the difference in 
laborers when this physical welfare was attended to, and a few 
attempts have been made to build permanent quarters. These 
houses at best are more or less shells in structure, some have 
dirt floors, some cement, uninviting in either case. Some com~ 
panies who advertise "houses free" pay their regular Mexican 
laborers less than those they import by the day, and so collect 
1 
ample rent for the shacks. 
Some ranchers, especially in the beet centers enw 
courage the Mexicans to hang around during the off season, find~ 
ing it cheaper to have them stay than to hunt up a new crowd. 
In this ca se, the Mexican huts take on a more permanent aspect, 
though far from ideal. 
c.THE MRXICAN COLONY: 
1. TOWN COLONY: 
'rhese may be below the railroad tracks, or on the 
railroad tracks in box cars. An ordinary town lot in the Mexican 
district has no building restrictions and may have six or 
eight huts on it. The whole district is not illuminated or 
paved. Occasionally these Mexicans own their own domiciles. This 
represents a definite stage in advance, for it means the evoluM 
tion from the migratory to an industrial worker. He may go 
away from his home to work, but he has a place to which he 
may return, which dignifies his existence. The germ of a new 
1. As a survey of the Limonera Ranch, noted for its permanent 
Mexican quarters nec::t.r Santa Paula, reveals. 
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ex istence is present, but progress is slow. 11 It will take a 
generation to rise above the present stage of poor housing," 
so states the Health Records of Los Angeles County • 
b. City Problem: . 
It i s in the city that the brunt of the housing 
problem of these .people "who have picked and dug their way into 
our civilization" is to be found. Authorities agree that the 
Mexican is naturally gre@iarious. He does not love nature as much 
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as he does bright lights and many people. There is a strong 
tendency for the Mexican to move to the city after seasonal 
employment is over. He often remains to swell the cities' problem, 
and more Mexicans come from Mexico to fill his place in the 
country, and thus goes the endless procession, ending in the 
city, the Mecca of the Mexican's longing, but inadequate when 
it comes to supply his physical needs. Los Angeles is said to 
be the greatest radiating center for the Mexicans in the Southw 
west. It contains more Mexicans than any other city except 
Mexico City. There are 125,000 Mexicans housed in Los Angeles 
1 
alone. and the housing conditions of the city are becoming 
increasingly serious. 
The House Court is one of the pervading modes, 
which is in most regards worse than tenements. They contain 
t wo rows of houses built on a small lot, with shorter rows of 
houses in between. There is only a small partition between 
the houses, which consist of one to five rooms. 
1. Report Commission on Social and Economic Facotrs. 
• 
Table of House court in Los Angeles. 
1% in one room 
2% in two rooms 
24% in three rooms 
20% i n five rooms 
28% No sinks 
32% No lavatories 
72% No baths 
Only 5% of the Mexican abodes listed as good 
by the Housing Commission. 50% are listed as very bad. Dr. 
Parrish, city health officer of Los Angeles says of the 
situation:" It is generally known that the Mexican is unable 
to rent or buy houses that contain modern improvements. The 
result they are crowded in the worn out houses in the older 
1 
sections of the city." 
The by-products of such living conditions are evil. 
The Los Angeles county charities commenting on the living 
conditions said that out of 1572 cases investigated, 289 
are in one room with families ranging up to eight, 575 in 
two rooms, 685 in three rooms, 429 in four rooms, 168 in 
five rooms •• 
G. Bromley Oxnan, of the Church of All Nations 
of Los Angeles makes certain social implications: "The hous-
ing background and its deadly toll is little known because 
bad housing kills slowly. It destroys health, morals, selfw 
respect and ideals - - - The fact that it takes more time to 
2 
kill, in no sense lessens its deadliness." 
4.BY*PRODUCTS OF MALADJUSTMENT: 
Hearsay would make the Mexican sickly, immoral, 
criminal, lazy, and untidy. He iw by nature none of these. 
1. Commission on Social and Economic Factors. 
2. OxMan, Bromley, 11 " 11 
• 
In his present state of mal-adjustment, he is found to be any 
or all of these. The two most serious results of h i s poverty 
and crowded condition are sickness and crime, problems which 
t h e wublic must answer. 
a.HEALTH PROBLEM: 
In 1925 the Mexican population was estimated. at 
10% of the entire population, while the Mexican ~ases at the 
Los Angeles General Hospital averaged 43%. The city maternity 
service report 62% of cases to be Mexican, and that it spent 
73% of its budget for them. 44% of the cases of tuberculosis 
treated by the charity department were Mexican, as were 57% 
of the venereal cases. The cost of tuberculosis alone has been 
tremendous, a monthly budget of $12,900 is being spent, and 
$292,000 has been spent so far. Both birth and death rate are 
proportionatel~igher among the Mexicans. 
b.DEPENDENCY: 
A large proportion of county charity funds go 
to the Mexicans. 










Cheap labor costs the public and burdens social agencies. 
c.CRIME: 
Conditions of unemployment and poverty do aggravate 
crime, aljr,hough actual statistics do not bear out the -popular 





They do commit their share. About 10% of the population of 
California is Mexican, and about 12% of the prison population. 
There are reasons for this also. 'rhe Mexican is ignorant of 
the law, and the road to prison is easier for him than for the 
American. He has a harder time securing justice also. 
De. E.S.Boga rdus, of the University of Southern 
California, who is a scholar and professor of social problems, 
explains that it is in petty thieving, bootlegging, personal 
vdtolence, and sex violations, that the Mexican ranks highest. 
"Personal studies and studies of environmental influence need 
to be made, and the building of constructive Mexican character 
is the ult i mate goal. But the latter is difficult to attain 
and maintain when environmental conditions are alive with 
destructive stimuli. The need for improvement in personal 
1 
character and social conditions can not be separated." Pro ... 
bation officers are handicapped in doing any constructive work 
when their boys must go back into an environment that is filled 
"with many disorganizing fac1:-ors and few organizing factors." 
5.RELATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL TO THE PROBLEM: 
The public school has a great opportunity to help 
the Mexican, because it makes a definite contact with ev ery 
Mexican family. 
The work as a whole and with the Mexican suffers 
because of his migratory conditions of life. Child labor is 
winked at in many sections. A teacher in the Joaquin Valley 
declares she had a turnover of 40% of the Mexican children 




The lack of cooperation on the part of the parents 
is also a drawback in some cases. They do not understand what 
the public school means. They have no former acquaintance with 
mass education to base it on. On the other hand, some of the 
younger Mexicans make a special effort to move to the city 
where educational advantages will be best. 
Some public schools have separated the Mexican and 
the white children, and when this is done for the good of both, 
no harm comes from such segregation. It rather gives the 
Mexican an opportunity for personal attention and language drill. 
The public school is perhaps the greatest agency 
for raising the level of Mexican life. It however does not 
g 0 far enough. It does not furnish sufficient incentive to rise. 
These people "incurably religious" and hungry for brotherly 
contacts, are responsive to the work of religious forces. 
E.THE PROGRAM OF THE NEW MISSION: 
The Protestant Church has two big jobs, Social 
conaact and adjustment, andLap1ritual awakening. 
1. SOCIAL CONTACT AND ADJUSTMENT: 
In the first place, she must cooperate with all the 
municipal, county, and state agencies working for the betterw 
ment of Mexican conditions. She must preach the gospel in new 
ways, that minister to the Mexican's needs. The New Mission, 
if it is to make vital contacts with the Mexicans must embrace 
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a varied program, "a more abuddant life". It must provide for 
the physical, economic, educational, recreational and religious 
needs of these people. Their approach to the Mexican problem 
is often best made through the clinic, employment office, even-
ing class, or social club. 
2. SPIRITUAL AWAKENING: 
';rhe New Mission also has to keep in mind that'L this 
is a critical time in the Mexican's religious development. He 
is not subject to the autocratic force of the church as former-
ly, but he needs the spiritual teaching to give his life 
purpose and unity. 
The need of the religious work in California is 
bein~ recognized by the various states of society."The most god--
less of men exclaim: 
"Sure, we want to help a work like that. It is 
better for you to cheer and convert the Mexicans than for them 
to cut themselves to pieces. If you folks are willing to brave 
disease, squalor, strange tongue and stranger folks, all at 
1 
little salary, we ought to help you." 
1. McCombs, Vernon M. From Over the Border pg.l87 
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CHAPTER TWO 
A NEIV MISS ION TRAIL 
A NEYv MISSION r RAIL. 
"Every small or large Lat in American Mission in 
the Southwest is helping to build the life of this entire Western 
, ..
Hemisphere - - - ~hot in treadine; again the old wo r n bloody 
pathway which ends inevitably in chaos and d isaster but in 
b;hazing~l];§.'!!_tr<!!l.!." 
A. TRAILS THAT CROSS IN CALIFOlli~ IA . 
l.MAl\fY PROTES'TANT DENOMI NATI ONS AT WORK. 
California presents a varied field of home missions 
among the Mexic ans representine; many different Prot e s t ant Churches. 
There is in most c ases a unifi ed prog r am and definite :circuit 
covered . 
a.PROJECTS OF PRESBYTERIAN PIONEERING: 
The Presbyterian church under the stimulat. ion of 
Mr . Robert McLean has earnestly set about the task of ''getting 
God counted among the Mexicans." Their most valuabl e contribu ... 
tions have been in the field of education, and in their pro jects 
in social work which are known as "homes of neighborly service ." 
Th ere are n ow seven of thes e project s i locat ed at Azusa , Monrovia, 
Los Angeles, San Gabriel, San Berna rdino , Redlands, and El Monte. 
They a re trying in a small but eff ectiv e way to minister to the 
social and r elig ious n eeds of t h e Mexicane. Th e aeed is expres sed 
d escri pt ively by Mr .McLean: "Streams of Mexic e.n s mu st be cl eaned 
and fil tered by the power of God." 
These homes apprJOach the Mex icans through nigh t 
s chools, clin ics,boys and girls clubs, and the house is u sed as 
a basis to show the Mexican women better ways of s anitation and 
1. Ivi cC ombs :_Erorn Over the Bg_:r:_der, p. , .58 
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home making . 
'rhe Prssbyterians are also deeply concerned with the 
reli@:ious deve lop:nent a.nd have done some uniqu e·.:work, the Mexican 
depa rtment of the Bethe sda Presbyterian Church being an out~ 
standing achievement. The Bethesda Church instread of retreat ing 
from its site when the :Mexicans b egan to come i n to the community, 
organized a Mexic an department, and employed a pastor for t hem 
who u nderstands the language. The Mexican children are mixed 
with the Americans in t he Sunday School, 'ihe Americ an membership 
u se the aumitorium in the morning , and the Mexican in the evening. 
The American people in the church are said to be proud of thoir 
Mexican membership. The Presbyt erians have three churches in 
Lo s Ange les, the larg est being the 11 Church of the Divine Savior", 
with three hundred and t wenty fiv e members. 
b. OTHER DENOMINATION S ON THE FIELD. 
W1~bin the city of Los Angeles, which hasbeen c a lled 
t h e Mexic an Mecca, all protestant churches seems to be at work 
on the problem. The Episcopal, Church of the Nazarene, Seven Day 
Adventists, Baptists, Presbyterians, and Free, Norht, and South 
Methodists are all repres ented. The Baptist seems to b e the most 
intensive wor k within the corporate limits of the city, totaling 
twelve churches. Los Angeles is a center of Mexican work for 
most of these denominations, and their trails lead from Lbs 
Angel e s out to many other centers. The work of the Friends , 
the CongrEJgationalists, Y.Ivi .C.A., and I.W.C.A. deeerves mention. 




built up by the Protestant denominations of the State. 
c. UNITY: 
There is a unity running through all of the Protestant 
Mex ic an work larger than any denominational program, because, 
(1) There is a unity of goal and purpose which all 
churches recognize - the need of r~iaing the standards, socially, 
morally, and educationally, and to spread the spirit and message 
of Christ, and seek to reach this objective in t wo ways: first, 
by the settlement house, second, by the christian. 
(2) eooperation. 
There is a growing coopera ion between denominations, 
where they are found in the same city. A formal allocation .of 
territory has been worked out and county relationship observed. 
In Los Angeles ther~ is a Council of Mexic8n Churches, intended 
to promot e c oopera tion, and prevent ricalry. The Interdenominational 
Missions Council on Spanish speaking work meets annually. Realixing 
that all denominations have much the same objectives, there has 
been much effort recently, to cooperate, in working out the 
best way to attack the problem. The conference that met in 
El Paso, December 11th - 16th, wa s a conference of the relig-
ious forces of all denominations interested in the problem, who met 
together to study the position and betterment of the Mexicans and 
Spanish Americ ens in the United States. It functioned under 
five commi ssion, which were: 
Social and Economic 
.J,l;ducat.i'Jn 
ne.u.gion 
Interracial and international 
Literature. 
The recommendation that this conference gave was significant: 
11We recommend that the aim of Christian 
missions among Mexicans and Spanish-
speaking Americans in the United States 
should be the interpretation of Chris-
tianity in its fulneas, the winning of 
individuals to a personal allegiance 
to Jesus Christ, the sharing of a spirit-
ually enriched life with a seeking people; 
the promotion of a reign of good will 
among individuals, and between diverse 
racial, religious, natianal, and social 
groupe; and the application of the spirit . 1 
of Christ to all social and economic situations." 
This includes a program too large for denominational friction 
and overlapping. There has been very little eo far, the field 
has been underworked, and with the increasing influx of 
Mexicans, this will continue to be the case. 
2.STBDY OF ONE OF THESE TRAILS: 
The work of the Methodist Church in California 
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is an interesting study because of the social work with the 11 0ld 
Plaza" as its focus, its educational work among the young people, 
and because of the dedication of its leadership ~r.Vernon M. 
McCombs, and because it presents a chain of little missions 
from Mexicato to Sacramento, which stands as a lure to the present." 
:5. "FATHER SIERRA" OF A JlEW DAY: 
1. PIONEER: 
The g~owth of the Mexican work in the Methodist 
Church has been phenomenal. Jay Stowell said that more results were 
evident in fifteen years than in Mexico in years. He says 
that only a few years ago, a snap shot would have told 
1. Bulletin: ttThe El Paso «.;nference", p 16 
the entire story of thei-v1 ethod1st Church which is to-day a pan-
orama l This rapid grovrth has been brought s bout through the 
st r e e s a nd strain and inspiration of Dr.Vernon M. ivielCombsj He 
felt the need and has been a'tzile to generate interest in count-
lese workers a nd supporters. He is at present superintendent 
of a larger field of Latin American worl{ , extending over t he 
whole San Francisco area, and including the Italian, Pot-tugese, 
a n d Phillipine work. It was the I\i exic a n work in Southern Cal-
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ifornia t ha t first arres ted his attention, and he i E par ent to all 
tha t he s developed abd illumined s p irit of all t h at is co ming to 
pass . 
I n 1911 Dr.McCombs came t o Cali f orn i a in naed 
of rest, after his health broke in missionary sefvice in 
S outh Ame r ica. At that time he was called upon t o speak at a 
little Mexican mission inadequately carried on;1by a group of 
young peop le in Los Ange les. An att empt to help in t h is rni ssi0n 
laid upon h is heart the burden of re sp-msibility of t h e Mexicans 
of Sout hern Ca l ifornia, and that burd en has been there ever since, 
s o heavily, t hat 11 they tramp over his breast at night." 
The c hurch has rec ognized his splendid ef fo rt, and 
e xtended h is influence and respons i bility. The p eop le of 6alifornia 
are recognizing the deep humanit y of the man 8nd the worth of 
h is work. Most to his credit, the poorest and most ignorant 
~ex ic an has found a friend in him. 
We do not see this modern walking "footsore from one 
of his beloved missionary stations to the other": or riding a s 
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the circuit riders d i d. Yet in energy and consecration he equals 
thes e, f or he has driven many t housand back-breaking miles to 
cov er hi s circuit, and he ha s broken many spe ed limi ts to make 
appointments, which have crowded him more and more as the work has 
increased . 
2. PROPHET 
a. GOALS FOR THE IviEX I C.1\N PEOPLE, 
Always ·with vision , Dr.McCo:nbs has b een able to 
see· f a r ahead. He has an unquenchable faith in the Mexic ans . He 
has a clear vieion of Mexic an possibilities and a sympathetic 
unde rstanding of their limitations. Over eight years ago he set 
down some g oals he explected t o see achieved. To-day brings the 
dawn of s ome of these~ 
A revised religion. 
Complete separati on of Church and State, 
Rev is ed labor syst em . 
Probit ion, whic h is eaid to be one of C8lles' hobb ie s . 
More sanitary conditions i n Mex ic an quarters. 
Community centers. . 
Neutral cond itione a long the- Border. 
b.GOALS FOR THE MEXIC AN ' S LIFE. 
The secre t of Dr. McC ombs succe s s with the Mexican 
pe ople has been his whilesome trat ement of the Mexican's problems 
and personality . He never patronizes him. He res pects him and 
expects things of him. His goals for the Mexican, as he lis ts 
t hem , follows : 
1. Education 
2. Morality 
3. San itation 
4. English language 
5. Better racial understanding 
6. Higher i d eals. 
7. Christian character 
8. Self realization _ 
Taken from Class Notes at Un iversity of California, Course on 




3 • l!U ILDER. 
Dr.McCombs has dreamed dreams and r ea lized them, 
but :1e is not a visionary. He has stressed a common sense policy • 
His po llcy in helping the Mexican hae been 11 to help him to help 
h imsmfbf • 11 His advice to the different centers has been ''attempt . 
the ade quate". He has built the structure step by step, project 
by project . Those associated with him most closely know that 
it is not a case of mushroom growth, or is it a "mode rn fairy 
-
tale'', but the re r::ult of consist ent persistent and consecra ted 
thought and labor. The manner in which Dr.McCombs breathed life 
i~to the structure remains a miracle. 
C. THE PLAZA COMNIUNITY CENTER: 
1. THE HEART OF THE METHODIST WORK: 
The focus of the Methodist work is the Plaza 
Community Center which is in a citadel position, in the old 
Spabish Plaza, which is the h eart of the largest Mexican pop-
ulation of the State. 11 The Plaza district presents a throbbing 
1 
ever-moving colorful panorama of a n eedy humanity." 
The history of Methodist endeavor among the 
Mexic an dates from the establishment of the Plaza c en~er, in a · 
shack wh ich sto od empty on Bloom Street, just of f of the Plaza 
in 1912. I t has since been a: sor t of a nucleus, or a power 
plant for all the work of the field, and is closely identified 
with the growth of the smaller missions in t h e outlj.ing districts. 
This first pr c ject wa s p&rticularly f avored - not in adequacy of 
equlpillent but in the rich store of personalities it had to build on. 




~ith the advent of Dr.E.M.Sein, a s cholarly pastor, and Miss 
Higgins, and experienced social engineer, the institutional church 
began to function, and the work began to take on unexpected 
proportions. This Community Center is 1tethodism' s outstanding 
work for the Mexicans in the Pacific Southwest. Dr.Gilliland, 
serving now as superintendent of the Center, says, concerning the 
work" "Eocated in the heart of the Mexic an population of Southern 
California, the Plaza gomrnunity Center exerts a far-reaching influ-
ence, blessing thous ands of these peopel, some of whom come 
long d istances to receive its s p iritual, educational, physical, 
1 
and material mini s trations." 
The Plaza Community Center works :tn connection with 
other charities as associated charities, Cijildren's ho?pitals, 
Juvenile Protections Association, Los Angeles Tuberculosis 
· Association, the Red Cross, and the departments of two univer~ 
sities. It is one 9~ the recogn ized social-service agencies of 
Los Ange les, and member ofnthe Commu nity Welfare Federation, and 
endorsed by the Social Service Commission of Los Angeles. In a 
certain sense the Plaza Communty Center has served as an experiment 
station for social work, as unique in its effort and aims as 
Morgan Memorial in Boston, or Hull House in Chicago. It is as 
much as any of these an attempt to find the best way, to se~re 
in an intr i ca te situation. 
2. NEW WAYS OF PREACHING THE GOSPEL. 
Jay Stowell, in his survey of the Mexic a~misslon 
work inCalifornia, published in 1920, paid very high tribute to 
1. 
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. t h e ways in which the Plaza was interpreting its religion to 
its Mexican neighbors. The various needs of the people have called 
for ca reful plarming and organization, yet it is hard to lump 
these into a single nold or unified program. The program fo l lows 
the general outline of objectives of all the field of Latin American 
work, wh ich we wili follow out in detail for practical interpreta-
tion. The departments of work include general welfare, education, 
the clinic, recreation, and religious worl. 
a. GENERAL WELFARE • 
"Some have fallen over, before the fences were built." 
Befor·e .attempt"tng.' ·.t o build a constructiv8 program 
whi~h is intended to raise the standards, it is also well to 
realize that misfortune and tragedy has already overtaken many 
of these people, that they have alr eady succumbed to circumstance. 
( 1) LEGAL HELP. 
This department of general welfare serves as an 
adjustment bureau. It intercedes f or the Mexican in case of 
unjust treatment in co'J.rts, it s eeks to find employment and f-riends 
for ex-prisoners, and visits those in jail. This problem of getting 
justice for the Mexican is a thorny one, because of the prejadice 
against him, and his own ignorance. The Plaza center has cooperated 
wi h probation officers in finding homes for Mexican youth. The 
Mexic an is in need of an interpreter, a go-between and a friend 
at court, and the welfare department is trying to be that. The r e 
were 1637 legal interviews in 1926, and increase of 337 over the 
p r evious year. 
Among the cases found in the daily routine of 
work in our General Aid and Legal Welfare department, these 
are t ypical: 
"Special interview with officer of Title Co~npany, re-
clearing title to littl .e property bought by the Mex ican 
people under contract; having paid out on the contrac t 
with much sacrifice, and d emanded deed, learned t hat 
title was very much clouded . 
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Advises mother whose young son was being sued for payment 
for a suit of clothes whicb. he had never purchased and 
knew nothing about; wrong identity established . 
Case of an action started for a second time in behalf 
of a poor Mexican whose grocery tore Yvas attached and 
g oode sold under an Order of Court unethically procured 
b an attorney of unsavory repute..tion." 1 
-. ( 2) FAlviiLY ADJUSTMENT 
Great poverty, like wealth, is not alw~ys a happy 
b asis for holile lefe, and there are many family disputes that come 
to the Plaza to be ironed out. The Welfate Depart ment also helps to 
assist in times of crisis such as wedd ings and funerals . In 
sympathizing wi t h those who ne ed it, the welfare workers prevent 
bitterness that warps the character, and often prevents the severing 
of h~me t ies, ev en murders, and suicides. 
(3) ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT. 
(a). GOODW ILL I NDUSTRIES. 
Miss Higg ins was i ns trumental in organizing "The 
Goodwill Industries" of the , est. This is a child of the Good-
will Industries of Morgan Memor i a l in Boston. These industries 
render a two-fold purpose ; first, by g iving employment to the 
worthy poor, ecpecia lly to the Mexican women, and second, by 
eell i ne attractive clothing at a very small cost, enc ouraging 
l.Gilliland , W.T., Spperintendent of Plaza Community Center, 
Letter, March 18, 1927 
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self-re s pect and thrift among the Ivi e~ic ans. The I ndustries distribute 
"gooclv,rlll bags 11 among American friends , in which they put t he ir 
discarded though often very re put ab le cloth i ng. The Industries 
sort , make over, laundry, and ma.rlcet these garments, which app:ear 
surp:ll:isingly new and attractive. Tecently the Induetries incor-
porated an d a re nov; standing on their own feet. Mi ss Higgins will 
always be r emembered with credit for pioneering this v1 ork. 
(b) ETii PLOYMEN'r BUREAU • 
The Commu nity Center maint a ins an employment bureau 
wh ich contributes to the mat e rial welfare o f the peop le. In 1926 
t i-le Emp loyment Bureau secured employment for thirty~ thre e men, 
1 
and t wo hundred and seventy eight women. ·The following reu~lts 
illustaate such work: 
"The father of a family o:f five had the 11 Fluil and 
neV a1· gained strength to do h e avy work a g ain. The 
family became desperate and did not know what to do 
or where to go . The wife offered t o find work , despite 
the fact that her young est child needed her c are . 
She s a id:'I will go to those people in that little 
g reen house near the Plaza and they wi ll help me to 
get work .' She was scolded by her landlady, who was 
a Catholic. but was tak en into the workshop of the 
good will Indistry, taught to sew, mend amd make 
ov er garments, and was pa i d each night. They a re 
now one of the happiest , most self-respecting ~amilies 
that attend the community church." a! 
b .CHILDREN S WORK: 
(1) THE CHILDREN'S H! ME : 
" Ah those trusnts from home and from heav en ." , 
The Children's Home, which is b eing s p onsored by 
the community center, is unique and appealing. It is the only 
Protestant orphanage in Southern California for Iiilexican children. 
1. Plazagram, Plaza Community Center Paper , pg .3 
(2) There is a day nursery, conducted at the Plaza 
for the children whose mothers have to work. The children are 
taught how to play together, and are told stories and given 
hy~iene instructions. 
c. WORK OF THE CLINIC 
The r e are general and special clinics, for the 
examina tion and treatment of sick Iillexic ans. The averHge doctor 
will not t ake Mexican patients, and so these people are an easy 
prey of the quack doctors. These clinics handle an average of 
3,059 cases a year, and save much cruel exploitation, by their 
med ical advice, treatments and medicines, and serve as valuable 
means of approach to the Mexican population. The staff in~ludes 
Olive A. Knoch, the nurse, Dr.P.B.Exelby , the dean of the medical 
staff, Dr.G.L.Blanchard, in charge of the eye, ear, nose and 
throat clinic, Dr.Paul Lawyer, and many more volunteer workers. 
Dr.McLean has said that no field at home or abroad is in freater 
need of doctors and nurses than California's Mexican population, 
and there are more doctors for the population than any other 
spot in the world. 
D. LIGHT ON THE TRAIL 
Previous mention has been made of the emphasis 
Protestant churches place on education. The necessity of 
education is as strongly felt as the necessity for ignorance 
in t he Catholic system. 
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l.EDUCATIONAL PROGRAliJI AT THE PLAZA 
The educational d e partment of the Plaza conducts 
clas ses in Eng lish, Spanish and commercial arithmetic. A recent 
survey reveals that 55% of the men, and 74% of the women c ould 
1 
not speak Eng lish. It c a rries on ex tensive work with the Mexican 
moth er, giving her in s truction in t h e care and feeding of i n fants 
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and pract i c a l demonstrations in dietetics and gousekeeping. The r e 
are sewing classes for girls, and a kinderga rten for small children. 
2.TRAINING FOR LEADERSHIP. 
(a) Francis DePauw girls Boarding school was org anized 
in 1900, and is located in one 5~ t h e most desirable loc a tions 
in Los Angeles. It was organi z ed before the rest of the Latin 
American work was, and is separate in organization, but one in 
purpose. Its secular curriculum corr esponds to the eight grades 
of the pub lic sch ool. It stre s ses the pra ctic a l arts such a s cook \ng , 
s ewing , and lau ndry work. It gives r e lig ious emphasis to the 
da i ly t a sks, by having b r eakfas t d evot ions, and having the differ ent 
t a bles lead in table de~tions in the ev ening. Its cur riculum is 
adjustad to meet the n e e d s of t h ese bright, attractive g irls, 
They enjoy the misuc, elocution, and art, and they need the 
i ntensive trainigg in word study andt the English language that 
is given. 
The personel of the school numbers around seventy, 
about a third of these coming directly from Mexico. The girls 
a ssistin the work of the school, and if able, cohtribute six 
or e i ght do l lars a month to its support. The products of this 
s ch oo l are a very g ood advertis ement - the dignit~, ::'.,bility, and 
l. 
enthusiasm of these girls are felt where ever they go , to take 
part in church services, or summer camps. 
The one regret is that the school does not t ake 
1t them further, for their preparation s tops short of being pro" 
fessional. It does serve as a valuable stepping stone, and a 
number of them go on into teaching , business, welfare work, 
and nurs ing . The outstanding profession which they enter is home-
making. 
The goal of all the Mexican work is to build charG 
acter, and make lif e full and free, so the recr eational s ide of 
girl life i s not neglected. They have a playground teacher. They 
also have a social calendar which inc luded certain annual events 
with the Boys' Institute at Gardina. There is the Hallowe'en 
perty, and the May Day Fete. This g ives each sex an opportunity 
to mee t the highest type of the other, and often eventuat es in 
marriage. 
b.SPANISH AMERIC AN I NSTITUTE BOYS SCHOOLS. 
The Boys School at Gardina was organized in 1913, 
an has enjoyed rapid and healthy growth. It offers eight regular 
grades, and special training in agriculture, ans printing, and 
woodworking . It ha~ ov er ninety pup ils, vvho present a very irn .... 
pressive appearance i n school un i f :o:Pms. There are several unique 
~ features about the school It runs a printing plant, which gives 
thorough t raining ln printing for pupils, and makes possible 
the preparation of materials for sch ools work, and the h andl ing. 
mf much commercial printinf . The pupil s are l a r gely recruited 
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from California, afuthough the recorillllende tions of the Mexican 
pastors and church friends. Ab out 40% of them were born in 
1\iiexico, although only 10% come directly from there . Thei"'e is 
a troop of Boy Scouts, a Young Men's Christian Association, 
a glee club, and an athletic ass ociation, all of which gives the 
boys an opportunity to develop leadership. John R.Mott says 
" Spanish Americ a n students without fle ligious training are the 
most severly tempted young men I have ever met." 
This Institute for the Boys, is ~lanning its 
programs definitely to train f or Christian life and leadership. 
In 1920 a Bible Train ing Department opened for prospective 
ministers, and most of the boys in this department make a portion 
of their expenses, by assisting in p reaching in the Spanish speaking 
communities. There is a need ~or better educated native pastors 
and this school has the be s t opportunity for recruiting t h em. 
c .Pu~zA CHRI STIAN TRAI NING SCHOOL. 
While not large in enrolment, this school repre-
sents the concentre ted leadership of the Mexican missions, close 
enough to the city, to talte advantage of its training. It offers 
a t hree year course in fundarnent a.l Chri s tian doctrine and practical 
methods of church work, for studen t pastors, and older people 
who have been c a lled to Christ ian e ervice, but who have not had 
earlier educational advantages • 
E. A NEW CHAIN OF MISSION CHURCHES. 
It would be wuite a pilgrimage and an interesting one 
to j ourney from Mexico to Sacramento , and visit the mission churches 
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that t he Methodist denomination ha s planted in the last fifteen 
years, 
1. ARCHITECTURE. 
Some of these little mission stations started operation 
in shac ks, which was the more c eplorable Slince the Mexic an people 
had been accustomed to worship in Cathedrals. These shacks have 
be en transformed into attractive little churches. Many of t hem are 
mission style architecture. Th ere is a similarity between these 
little churches, and yet an individuality something ak in to the 
design of the Old Missions. 
2. STRATEGIC LINKS. 
a . NEW PLAZA CHURCH 
( 1) A DRE.AM 
It is a dream r c,alized in church erection. After 
many years of planning and money rai s ing it was dedicated April 
25th, 1925, in the presence of eight hundred people, t he large 
part of whom were Mexicans, and Dr.McCombs presiding over the 
occasion. $ 169,542, is the total cost of the church, and lt 
stands a s a '' memorial to the earnest prayers, fa,i thful labors 
and g enerour gving 11 of church laymen. 
(2) A FORTRESS 
It stands as a Chris t ian fortress in a pinnacle 
location, and just across the open Plaza. I t is a chal lenge to 
and an invitation the the swarm of Mex ic ans who congregate there. 
Every Mex ican fro m the desolate and vicious to the small boys 
who black boots on i ts doorstep are dravvn by its simpl e 
grandeur, and church dignity. 
(3) A CATHEDRAL 
This church represents not only the religious needs 
of the Mexic ans, in its size, auditorium, and sunday school 
rooms, but it also represents a desire to satisfy the Mexican's 
craving for beauty in form and ceremony. The exterior architecture 
is well-balanced with a churchy steeple, and an ornate doorway. 
The inte r ior is truly worshipful wh ich is more than ean be said 
for most of the Methodist churches of California. The windows 
are narrow, subduing the glare of t he California sun. Th e veiled 
choir adds to the formal beauty of the service, and their 
untra ined but naturally ric :1 -;ro ices a t e E balm to the lovers 
of music who sit in the pews. 
(4) AN OPEN DOOR. 
The New Plaza Church, is not merely an ornament 
but a really beautiful one, because it serves. Its pastor 
Dr.E. M.Sein, is a recognized scgolar, as is evidenced by the fact 
that he was cha irman of the commis s ion on literature at the 
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El Paso Conference. He is also a consecrated pastor, and his ministry 
has spiritualized those who have come uno.er its $nfluence. 
The younf people of the church show unusual enthusiasm 
in their choir cooperation, Epworth League, Gospel team, and 
alrge church cfuasses. The young people are great personal 
workers and take joy in their Christian experience. 
The Church is well organized, willt_it s regular 
organization and officers. It has introduced the envelope system 
and its people are making advance in the matter of self-support . 
They paid $1,790 f or the Centenary, and $500 toward the building 
fund, aside from a fund for the local poor and the Near-East 
Relief. 
There has been as many as 260 conversions annually, 
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an a yearly attendance of more than 30,000. The church membership is 
over 300; Sundby school 200, Epworth League 75 - 100. The pater 
reports 26,000 visits made in the past year, whi ch means contacts 
more than can be shown mn church a~tendance and membership. 
b.BBRDER CHURCHES. 
Here the first impressions are given of American 
ideals, and the first contacts are made, and the importance 
of Christian contacts can not be overestimated. The two border 
centers, Mexicat o in Mexico, and Calexico in California, work 
togeth er, even as the vice interest s of these two centers hang 
together. Forty pupils daily cro ss the border to the day school 
in Calexico. The three s unday schools, indi a te the tireless 
labor on both sides of the border. "From the 'Valley of Sorrow and 
Sighs' where MotherGallindo' s neat abode chapel now ctands built 
b the hands of pastors Tirre and Royer, clear away to the 
very beautiful Governor's palace across the city, where the 
Mexican government has given property for the newcenter" - is 
evids nce of a growing work. Asid~ from ~he Chinese Center, 
the Mexicali Friendly Center is the only Protestant work among 
12,00o people. The Mexican government sepressed his appreciation 
of the work and said: 
1. A New Earth, Annual Report of Latin American Missions pg.l4 
e. 
"'ve C2cn not have too much of thie kind of religion." 
Over, the line, the Calexico center operates with 
two chapels, a parsonage, a social hall, and a social center . 
The places of vice of both Mexicali and Calexico are operated 
largely by Americans, greedy f or money, and patronized by 
Americans. The dives of .Mexicali avergges 12,500 Americans 
daily. 
Dr. McCombs says of the importance of this work: 
"Our particular task is to malre a new earth of the Border, 
safely liSht-housed for youth, womanhood and true democracy," 
c.PASADENA A MOTHER CHURCH. 
Pasadena was one ~f the first and is one of the 
largest of the churches, with a splendid well~educated pa8tor 
·who has been with the church long enough to secure re sults, and 
endear himself to the people. He is called the "marrying parson'' • 
• He is a s sisted by an educational director. There a re 184 in the 
Sunday School and a church membership of 150. The parsonage wou ld 
be a crbdit to any church. 
d.SACRAMENTO 
Sacramento to the far north mer its a large space. 
F.alph Hader, who has divided his time with the Eng lish charge, 
has assisted the native pastor, Sephen Dominquez, to put the 
wDrk on the "map of all Methodism". A special feature of this 
mission has been the street meeting s, and he visits people 
number i ng 13,043people, sprea ding its lights on California's 
c aptial city. 
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3. THE LINKS OF THE CHAIN : 
And so the road winds on, in and out of the large 
centers, but the smallest . links must not be forgotten, for the 
whole is greater than its parts. The circuits of the Methodist 
'!Wrk alone include the follovling places: Anaheim, Plac ebta, 
Richfmeld,Artesia, Bakersfield, Weed Patch, Ar vin , Fillmore, 
Peru, Moorpark , Fullerton, Glendora, Lamanda Park, Long Beach , 
Oragne, El Modena,Rivera,Dovmey, Santa Ana, Santa Monica , Santa 
Paula, San Fernand;y>, Pacoima, Burbank , Stockton, Selma, Van Nuy , 
OvTenemouth, Watts Compton, and 'Westminster. More place s than 
included in the old missionchain, when at its height, and thus 
work is jus t beginning~ 
4.PASTORS FOR PRIESTS. 
The devoti on of the student pastors and the regular 
pastors of these centers is superb . Some of them serve two or 
more congregati ons, distances apart and on a meager salary, t h at 
often makes its necessary to do day labor besides. They serve as 
friends and counselors, and interpreters as well as preachers . 
Their preaching is becoming more intelligent, and more training 
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is being required. They give the people and open bible for a closed 
one, and a Rpiritual ministry for the deadly formal serv ic es 
to which they have been accustomed. 
Many of these young men have fascinating person-
alities - for what can be rnore remantic that the philosophical 
nature of the Indian coupled with the fiery nature of the Spaniard 
lighted by the vision of service, and loyalty to a cause. 
F. N~· LIVES FOR OLD. 
Af ter all, the goal of all o ··r the work is not 
more churches, or more attractive churche s , fur relief work. 
These are but means to .. the end, ·which is a higher type of 
character. Unles s the mission folk of to-day are helped indiv-
idually by their contact with the new mission built f or t hem, 
they lo se t h eir purpos e; and are as the old missions - a replica . 
These new missions are changing the Mexican materially, and 
spiritually. They t ake the church affili ation ve ry seriously, 
because t hey a re naturally deeply emotional, and because it costs 
. ' 
them someth ing to change from the Catholic fai th to the Protestant. 
It often ostracizes them from their friends or f amily, and heaps 
the criticism of the priest and the Catholic Mexicans u pon them. 
It is ha.rd to make the change, but when they do it, 
it is a wholehearted proposition. I t i~ a renunciat ion of more than 
t he Catholic Church; it means to them, what Christ intended it 
t o be 11 a nev; way of living . 11 
l. NEW HAB IT S FOR OLD 
The Mexican considers j oining the church to be a 
call uo g ive up gambling , drink i ng , and smoking . Miguel Cun-
fieg os, an ignorant Mex ican expr essed his desire for the new 
life as f oll ows: 
11 0h, God, do not let me return to my evil days, 
blot them out of my remembrance." 
He s a id of the change: 
11 Up to the present time there has bef1n a great 
_change like that from night to day • . 
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2.NEW CUSTOMS FOR OLD. 
a. There is a tendency towar~ owning homes, 
saving money, and sending the children to school, which is 
noticed by the missions Mexicans as well as a more democ~atic 
administration of family affairs. 
b. It was the custom of the Mexican before becoming 
Protestant to indulge in a very lavish wedding festivities or 
to have none. The sacredness of the marriage tie was not con-
sidered. Some times a whole year's savings were squandered in a 
three days' wedding festival. To-day the mission folll solemnize 
their weddings in the attractively decorated little churches, and 
save their money for furniture. Most of the Catholics live out 
of wedlock, because they lack the wedding fee - the Protestan~ 
considers this a sac~ed and beautiful occasion, which promises 
more wholesome home relationsh ips. 
3 .NE'W SELF RESPECT A1~D SELF REALIZATION 
The democracy, fellow feeling, and personal 
devotion generated in these mission churches, gives the Mexican 
a new respect for hihlself. Here he has a chance to express himself, 
· II in song;' testimony, and to socialize in a dignified manner. Here 
he is not an outcast, here he is an individual. Here Christ 
is not held up to him on a crucifix, but is presented as a living 
Savior, and he is given the desire for a more abundant life. 
One needs only t6 go to the Plaza Church and watch 
t h e well dressed Mexicans with light in their eyes, and spring 'in 
iihcir steps to know that a t :r·ansformation is taking place. 
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They are no longer cowed, lacking in ambition and vision, but in 
earnest and awake~ Vfuat the new missions have done for the 





THAT THESE MISSIONS MAY ENDURE. 
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THAT THESE MISSIONS MAY ENDURE. 
A. 11 AT THE CROSSROADS": 
It has taken Mexico several hundred years to g_et 
ready to emerge. No one can doubt but that the situation is 
unfolding, when we consider ~at as many schools have been as~ 
tablished in one year in Mexico as in the preceding three hun-
dred years, and that the new missions have made as much progress 
in fifteen years in California as they had made in New Mexico in 
seventy five years . The Mexican is coming down our trails. Where 
do they lead? Is•,_:it; po_s. a.i~ l·o have a program large enough and 
vital enough to grip and hold him? We must grasp the full import 
of the task for ourselves. 
l.NEED OF DEEPER STUDY: 
The Mexican feels his need a clear understanding 
11 He feels misrepresented before the world by a press that gra~ps 
at the sensational and the bizarre, but that pays scant attention 
1 
to the great currents of plodding effort to build a nation." 
The El Paso Conference was to go deeply into the Mexican and his 
problems, and a definite effort to find the key to the situation. 
The Catholic Church still possesses the key, bu t the Protestant 
church apparently must break the lock, if the Mexicans are to 
reach their fullest development. The purpose of the El Paso 
Conference is significant. 
"a.Cooperatively to find and face the facts, basic 
to the solution of the major problems affecting 
the Mexicans and Spanish Americans in the United 
States. 
b. To develop and focus a more intelligent public 
opinion on these problems. · 
1. Wrig l1t, Chester M., "Mexico's Peaceful Revolution" Current 
History, July 1926 pg.505 
~ 
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c.On the basis of these facts, to formulate 1 
a correlated policy for the agencies at work." 
Such constructive approach to the problem, by all 
the forces interested in its solution is in itself a promise. 
But such study must be followed out. We must be humble students 
before a people just awakened. 
2. NEED OF INTERPRETATION OF PRESENT DAY TENDENCIES: 
There is need of interpr~ting currents of thought 
and progress in all fields, economic, social, educational, religious, 
and political. In order to bring any adibing results religiously, 
we must evaluate all the other forces that are at work in his 
life. What the President of the United States an9. Mr.Kellogg 
say of Mexico has a definit E connection with our relation with · 
the Mexican in California and with his response to our appeal. 
There have been seers and prophets who have caught 
the larger vision and have become "humble servantsof the great 
problem". Mr.Stowell, Mr.McLean. Mr.McComb, and Mr.Gilliland 
and many others are using all their power to ar use the American 
people ~o see beyond the immediate to the Universal and the 
Eternal. 
If the work is to be vital it must be seen in its 
larger relationship. If its loses contact with life these little 
.. missions shall some day stand as do the old missions, crumbling 
against the 11world's greatest need." If they fail to keep pace 
with change and progress they will stand empty by the roadside, 
If they are to be dynamic, they must point the way. They must 
l.Program the El Paso Conference, Church of the Divine Savior, 
December 11-16, 1926. 
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be a "Voice" ! 
B. ABREAST PRESENT DAY PROGRESS: 
I. TREND OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: 
a. GENERAL F IEID: 
A movement for religious education is permeating 
all Protestant churches. It is ~ased on a very vital lack in this 
age - namely, religious training in the home and schoolm which 
has resulted in low moral standards, divorce, suicide, and crime. 
The public school and the hmme have failed to,. spiritualize. More 
than that the Sunday School program has been inefficient and 
inadequate. The Program of religious education is an attempt to 
cathh up with this swiftly moving age by revitalizing Christian 
teaching. It demands of the church a better organized church school 
with trained teachers and materials adapted to the pupil. It is 
attempting more than this, namely to supplement the work of the 
public school by a system of week day religious education, and to 
operate a daily vacation bible school in the summer. 
Narrowing down the whole problem of religious 
education to a particular locality and a particular group in that 
locality we meet with certain diffivulties in trying to adjust 
the theories and ideals behind religious education to its practive. 
The West, and particularly California, has made 
great progress in pu~lic education because it has been free from 
tse conservative and traditional tendencies of the East. But the 
West has not kept pace with the East in developing reli~ious educati on. 
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Her progress in religious education has lagged so far behind public 
school education that she has a big problem to bring the two together 
in the educa tional "arch". 
Before v ~ ta;lk,ing ~--- ~ of adequate religious education 
fDr the Mexicans we must firs t cooperat e with all the Protestant 
churches and use our influence in !getting Protestantism to cooperate 
with the other cnmmnnity interests for the establishment of a 
program of religious education. Then the money whereever it is 
found in Protestant ranks will be spent on the children wherever 
they are found, and some of it will be used for the Mexican ~ildren, 
just as a certain percent of the taxation of the community goes 
into the education of these children. 
No one will doubt the necessity for educating these 
children or the justice that makes it possible for these ch i ldren 
to emerge through the help of the public school, from illiteracy 
which for generations has been their lot. The public school even 
goes to the huts, and seeks out the children demanding that they 
become literate members of society. Its task is often hard, because 
unaccustomed to the advantages of an education the parents often 
fail to appreciate its value. The Importance of the public school 
can not be overestimated as it undertakes the ardumus task of 
imparting the common elements of democracy to the Mexican children~ 
The element is language is hardest to deal with, expecially when 
the Mexicans need so much more language help than does the 
American child and this has, in many places, brought about a 
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segregation of the Mexican children. The Mexic 2n children are placed 
in a separate school for the first six grades, in order to get the 
language help needed. Dr.McCombs says:"So long as segregation is 
a matter of condition rather than race there is little peril 
in it. 11 
Other common elements are taught by the public 
school which attempt to raise the character levels of the Mexican 
in 
children and make up in a way for the lack of training/the average 
Mexican home. It teaches thrift, neatness, honesty, and standards 
of morality, but to make these standards have meaning and weight 
~o give them driving power in life, religion is necessary. Dr. 
McCombs has often said "The only way to hold these people up 
is by evangelization. 11 
The work of all religious education is difficult 
and necessary, but the workm of religious educ Btion among .the 
Mexicans is doubly difficult and doubly necessary. In becoming 
a part of democracy, they need first to recognize the individual, 
and be made to feel that they are individuals. Protestantism is 
based on the individual, but ,<: havingseen that the religion they 
have been used to is based on obedience and conformity, and unfits 
them for life in a democre.cy. The Catholic church has asked for 
morG than obedience, and conformity. It has demanded ignorance 
on the part of the masses. 
The Mexican is proud by nature, and many of them 
resenting the policies of the Catholic church have broken away 
from it and becoming irreligious and agnostic. This breaking 
down of old r estra ints, when they are unaccustomed to political 
and religious freedom has caused lawlessness and crime. 
It is at this place that the Prot estant church 
step in. It has in many cases. Many of its converts are of just 
this type. They have been s eeking self expression in crime and 
are brought to higher self-rea lization by the church. As most 
of the Mexi cans are children in r e ligion, and unfamiliar with the 
Bible, they need teaching to give content to the emotional change 
they experience. There is a great danger in these newly found 
personalities going off into "isms" because of lack of adequate 
foundation. Therefore Sunday school classes for adults are 
necessary. 
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The program of religious educ ation must be built 
around the children "happy is the child who, in younger years 
receives instruction well." The permanency of thes e missi ns rests 
with the care and attention we are willing to give the children. If 
the children are put in a corner, neglected, and left uninppired by 
a meager equipment and disorganized teaching, they will lose respect 
and turn away from Protestantism, and these new missions will 
crumble. 
The importance of the Mexican churches cooperating 
with other churches of the community can not be over emphasiz ed. 
Its future sustenance and program depend on its ability to do this. 
They will need to draw on other churches for trained teachers and 
financial help. The rest of the Pr ot estant churches should consider 
the Protestant Mexican church as one of them. The money spent 
for the religious education of the Mexican, should be included 
in the community program, and a mission board far from the scene 
of action shouldnnot be depended upon. The community must be 
made to feel that if they desreve the economic benefits of the 
Mexican's toil, they must shoulder the responsibilty for both 
the public school and the religious education of the Mexican. 
It must be remembered also that those interested 
in religious educationamong the Mexicans must first be interested 
in the religious education of all the people, and cooperate with 
eve ; y agency working to that end, so that a system of religious 
education may be established that will take in the Mexican. 
b.SPECIAL PROBLEMS: 
l.THE PLACE OF THE PASTOR IN THE PROGRAM 
OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: 
He is the head but also the heart in the Mexican 
mission, for there is usually no other to assist him. He must 
stand as both teacher and preacher to the people. He must 
recruit intelligent help from the community, and should be able 
himself to initiate and supervise it. He will meet with the reprew 
sentatives of other Protestant churches as religious educator 
of his people. 
2. SUBJECTS AND ATTITUDES: 
There are certain subjects which should be stressed 






The matter of teaching them to read the Bible ~as 
been virtually unknown. to them. It needs to be put before them 
in all its vitality. When this is done they respond readily 
and learn to love it. 
(b).CHURCH ORGANIZATION 
They need tra ining in the principles and ideals 
of Protestant church organization. One of the most important is 
training them to help finance the church. They need to be trained 
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in voluntary contribution and the love of giving 11 the wj.dow's mite." 
They have paid fees in the Catholic church because they have been 
bled fo·r it. It has pauperized them literally, but the Protestant 
church will pauperize their spirits and self respect if they do 
not teach them principles of tithing and church support. 
(c) SOCIAL PRINCIPLES 
They must be trained to interpret the Bible and 
Christianity into practica l life. There must be projects in which 
the child Christian can cearry out the lessons he has l earned. 
The Protestant faith has a tendency to stimulate these people, 
making them give up bad habits, and clean up their homes. It is 
said that the brightest and most ambitious children in the public 
schools are from Protestant homes. 
3. IMPORTANCE OF FINE ARTS: 
(a).MEXICAN LOVE OF ART 
The Mexicans have a natural love of art and 
appreciation of music far above the average American child, and 
respond to it. Th e transition between the Catholic and Protestant 
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forms of worship is often difficult, due to the extreme formality 
a nd attention to detailmand ornament whi~h~_is lacking in the Protestant 
churches. This lack will not be felt if there is music and unity 
in the worship service. 
4.USE OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE: 
This is another good reason for a system of religious 
educa tion. The children's classes may be conducted in English just 
as the public school classes, because the leadership available 
will in most cases not be versed in Spanish. As for the older 
people, if they are to get the meaning of Christianity with 
their limited intelligence, they will probably have to receive it 
in their native tongue. The church should feel its responsibility 
along with the public school in i mparting to the children this 
common e l ement of the English language. 
5. THE SEGREGATION OF ~mEICAN CHILDREN IN WEEK 
DAY SCHOOLS OF RELIGIOUS EDUC~TION. 
The church must not be more undemocrat.iv than 
the school. If the Mexican children of the community are segre-
gated in the public school, then it will not be unnatural for them 
to go to the Mexican mission for their religious education classes, 
and this would g ive them a feeling that they too had a church gome. 
If, however, there is one place for the r eligious education classes 
f or all the Protestants, _ then ·dwouldf91:low.t.b.eProtestant Mexican 
children should go there also. They shouilid have the beet that is 
offer ed in relig ious educ a.tion just as they have the b es t that 
is offered in public school educ at i on. 
• 
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(6) TRAINING OF TEACHERS: 
(a). PUBLIC SCHOOL STANDARD 
Those teaching in the week day schools of r e ligious 
education should be as well qualified as those teaching in public 
schools. (b) TEACHER TRAINING COURSES 
There must be training courses included in the 
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system of religious education which stimulate the church schoolm 
teachers to their best efforts. Attention given to teaching methods 
and supervision will greatly increase the quality of work done, 
and the respect of the pupil for it. 
(c) MUST DRAW ON THE BEST LEADERSHIP OF 
THE COMMUNITY. 
There is not enough leadership in the Mexican churches 
but that which can be secured is usually of good quality. The 
people who concern themselves enough to attend the Mexican work 
usually have a large vision, and are in many cases the most promising 
young people of the community, and sometimes include the volunteer 
servic e of grade teachers. 
2. PRESENT TREND OF MISSIONS: 
a. SELF EXPRESSION OF A PEOPLE: 
"There is no such thing as a Christian nation ... there 
are Christianized individuals, but the collective life of no people 
1 
has been founded upon the outlook of Jesus." We want the Mexican 
to keep his own soul - only thus can it become creative. "We 
must put our creede and religion at the disposal of the Mexican, 
to take as must as they can use ."We will give them Christ and urge 
2 
them to interpret Him through their own genius and life." 
1. and 2. Jones, G.Stanley, Christ of the Indian Road, pg.33 
• 
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b. PERSONALITY VERSUS CREED: 
There must be freedom to build. Freedom fro m creed 
and form. What hhen of the organized Church? It can be used just 
as the Niagara Falls can be used, but the organization must not 
swallow up the individual. There has been a great change in mission-
a ry emphasis, since Father Serra first planted the cross of Christ 
in California. The day of m~ssi onary crusades with its crushing 
disregard for personality, is past. The conquering has been 
superceded by the regenerating Christ, and missions are no longer 
a mass movement. The Mexican is first and last a personalist. bHe 
cares mor e about life than the possessions pertaining to it or the 
organizations growing out of it. He is an individual and must ne 
handled a s such. He is forever getting out of line when an att empt 
is made to fit him into a system. This make e him difficult but 
inspiring to work with. He is very responsive to the personal 
interest of others, and he makes a splendid personal worker 
and an animated leader. 
a.A VOICE PROPHETIC MISSION. 
1. BROTHERHOOD: 
California's interest in the Mexic ans is in the main 
industrial. Cl ub movements and civic organizati~ns which try to 
help the Mexican, often die of inertia, or become doscourages at 
tt the size of the task. They are not sufficiently motivated, and do not 
see far enough into the future, and are impersonal in their 
dealings. It is up to the new mission to demand tha t the social 
r elati onships of Christ be put intopractice in industrial relationships. 
• 
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In order to do this the church itself must 11 cut ou:b manomism 
and find fellowship with laborers,outc a.sts, and youth." 
"Come, clear the way, then clear the way; 
Blind creede and kings have had their day. 
************ .. ~* 
To this event the ages ran; 1 
Make way for brotherhood, make way for man. 11 
2. COMMUMITY NEIGHBORLINESS: 
The Mexic an work of most communities is too 
isolated from the rest of cownunity life. The Americ ans build 
the Mexicans a church, but do not often climb over the fence of 
racial difference to see what is going on on the other side. 
The fi rat to cooperate with the MeNican church should be the 
other Protestant churches, so the segregation of the Mexic an is 
as is the case in the public school, a matter of language not a 
matter of racial discrimination. There shou ld be coopera tion 
with all the social agencies of the city.Dr.Gilliland says of 
the P1aza Center, 11 haarty cooperation has been established with 
a large number of the philanthropic and charitable institutions 
of the city." The church mst make contacts with the business 
and industrial interests. She must enlist them in a more personal 
inter~ st · in the Mexic ans. A recent Boston Transcript Bald of 
America's relationship with Mexico, 11 The question of cordial 
r elationshi ps can not be solved by a trea~y, but is a personal 
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one for diplomats, students, editors, professors, and business men." 
This neighborly interest must be genuine, and not 
patronizing, or a fabrication of some Chamber of Commerce. 
1. Markham, Edwin. 
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3. AMERICAN DIPLOMACY: 
What, then, has American diplomacy to do with 
our problem? The creation of a favorable spiritual atmosphere. 
Hone are eo open to the influence of American ideals ae the Mex-
ican immigrant, when these ideals are nurtured in the right 
atmosphere. The church can not do it all - too often the work of 
the Christian church has been offset by the diplomacy and the 
exploitation of a so-called Christian nation. Until there is in 
the worle a scorn of ideals so far separated from practice. 
The United States is to-day on the carpet, to 
answer for the sincerity of her Christian principles. America 
has labored for years to build up friendly relations with the 
Mexicans and other Latin America.n countries. A big nat ion need 
never be afraid of being a coward if she is lenient with weaker 
nations. 
a. ARBITRATION: 
The Christian principle of arbitration is q~estioned 
when our material interests are forced with the use of marines. 
11 The course of American diplomacy presents an inescapable challenge 
to the churches of the United States. The dust has not yet settled 
very thivkly on the documnets in which most of these churches 
1 
went on record against the use of force in international disputes." 
b.PEACE: 
The realization of civil liberty in Mexico depends 
upon the preservation of peace. If Mexico's great plan for self-
health can be carried out in a great era of Mexican-American 
1. Christian Century, January 27, 1927 
friendship and mutual trust, it will be a great thing for 
the United States and Mexico both, but if it continues to 
be in a period of hectoring and quibbling it will only 
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cut Mexico away from friendly relationships, and f urther separate 
t he Mexican who comes to ,1:JiJs count ry. 
There is a rising sentiment in all the churches 
against the pre s ent materialistic policy of the state department 
toward Mexico. Public opinion is also aroused, and is demand-
ing arbitration. It is imperative that the newmissiona fight 
for America's ideals of brotherhood and peace, which are so 
familiar to our lips, andyet which we so desecrate in practice. 
"That ne'er again shall f ertile fields be white 
With new-made crosses 
That lift their slender fingers 
Up to thee~ 
0 ~od, to-day t he r e are no boundary lines 
Betwe en our Mother hearts~ 
There is no diff erence in tongue 
Between our M0 ther love; 
And with hands clasped round the world we cry: 
0 g i v e us peace~ 
0 giv e Thy children 1 
Universal, ev erla sting peace~" 
Creager, Clara G., A Prayer for 'eace. 
• 
CONCLUSION 
Part One has stressed the kinship between California and 
Mexico and attempted to interpret the mexican ' S personality 
drawbacks and achievments in the light of his past history 
and present unfolding, in order to evaluate the needs and opportun 
ities and needs of Pr~testamt missionary work in the West. 
Part Two has discribed the rapid grouth, objectives 
program and spirit of the New Missions of California, and their 
effecton the life of the Mexican. More than allof these this 
Thesis has attemped to look ahead of t h e present program and 
methode to find abetter way, and attempted to po ·~. nt sue 






I. FOOTPRINTS OF AN OLD MISSION TRAIL: 
The romance and history of California center 
around the endeavors of the old mission Fathers, who came 
with the Spanish conquerors. Their endeavors were tied up 
with temporal ambition. These old missions have left their 
marks in the architecture of California, and many of them 
remain as monumets of this early attempt . to Christianize . 
the savage. The r e is a challenge and searching for a new t~pe 
of missionary endeavor, which the grace need of the Mexican 
calls forth. 
II. THE STAMPT OF OW MEXICO: 
Because of this early Spanish influence, there 
is a kinship between Mexico and California, and it is necessary 
to understand the full significance of Spanish influence to 
understand the Mexican. This influence is best studied in 
Mexico, because its effects are still evident. Here two 
c:tvilizations have met, who while rich in potentialities have 
for the most part failed to blend .harmoniously because of the 
domination and unprogressive ideas of the Spanish element; 
which has resulted in the frustration of the early civilization 
and the present backward condition of the Mexican, and accounts 
for hie many revolutions which are the struggles for expression 
of a thwarted people. 
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III. EMERGING MEXICO: 
There is a quickened spirit in Mexico to-day, 
which is breaking into express ion, dem~nding the civil liberty 
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and nationality of Mexico , as an expression of the Constitution. 
Calles is prophet and spokesman of the new movement. The 
reactionary forces in Mexico are clerical, and capitalistic. 
The progressive forces are union labor, the public schools, 
and new religions expression among the people. Mexico is in 
I 




I. THE NEW MISSION: 
The work of the new missions must take into con-
sideration relationships above and below the border and the 
personalities and attitudes of the people concerned in this 
intimate relationship. It must face the problems of immigration, 
seasonal employment, and housing conditions , and the by-products 
of these conditions, in its program of evangelization of the 
Mexican. 
I I. A NEW MISSION TRAIL 
There are many Protestant missions trails in California 
in theprocess of being built. These trails do not interfere with 
each other, but rather blend in the larger net work of the 
• 
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new missions in a unity of goals and purposes. In following some 
of the Methodist work among the Mexicans we find some of the 
appeal of the new missions in the "Father Sierra" of a new 
day, and in the new ways in which it preaches the gospel, and in 
the new life which it creates. 
III. THAT THESE MISSIONS MIGHT ENDURE: 
~n order to keep the new missions from crumbling, 
and to promote the healthy growth of the Protestant work 
among the Mexicans, a deeper study and a keener interpretation 
of present day movements in necessary. The new work must keep 
alert to present urges, in the field of religious education, 
and in the present reevaluation of missionary methods. It must 
go further and be a voice demanding brotherhood, community 
cooperation and higher expression o~ national diplomacy • 
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